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Abstract

Different grades of steels are often exposed to high temperatures whether during their
shaping/forming or during their use in several applications. The exposure to high temperature
has a great bearing on the resulting friction and wear phenomena in steels due to changes in
their surface and near surface properties. This means that the wear and friction behaviour will
no longer be controlled nor determined by the original properties but rather by the changes
brought about by the temperature. A thorough understanding of friction and wear phenomena
in steels under these conditions is crucial in terms of control as well as prediction of friction and
wear.

This thesis has focussed on friction and wear phenomena in some selected steels suitable for
operating at high temperatures.

The initial part of this work concentrated on investigating the effect of load and temperature on
the friction and wear behaviour of tool steel sliding against boron steel in a pin on disc (POD)
test configuration. This investigation revealed the formation of protective oxide layers and their
role in reducing wear and friction at elevated temperatures.

Experimental studies in a specially designed high temperature tribometer for simulating tool
workpiece interaction in hot sheet metal forming were also carried out using conditions similar
to those used in the POD tests above mentioned. These studies corroborated the presence and
importance of oxide layers at elevated temperatures. However, the thickness of oxide layers
was lower compared to those on the POD specimens. The results showed a good correlation
between mechanisms of wear and friction especially at 400°C. As in the case of the POD
studies, the main wear mechanisms were adhesion and three body abrasion.

Further, three body abrasive wear behaviour of different tool steels, heat treated high Si steels
and boron steel at different temperatures was also investigated. The two main wear
mechanisms identified were microploughing and microcutting. The results revealed
modifications in the steel surfaces and near surface regions such as work hardened layers,
mechanically mixed layers and recrystallization of ferrite grains. The wear behaviour of
different steels was strongly influenced by the occurrence of these transformations as well as
changes in mechanical properties like hardness and toughness.

Nanoindentation and multi pass nanoscratch tests were carried out using a high temperature
nanoindenter with a view to investigate the relationship between mechanical properties
(hardness, fracture toughness, plasticity index) and the tribological behaviour of different tool
steels. Higher wear was obtained for tool steels with low hardness and high plasticity index
values.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Tribology

Although it would seem like the perfect word for it, tribology is not the study of tribes.
Tribology comes from the Greek word tribos meaning “to rub” and the suffix logos which
means “the study of” and can be defined as “the science and technology of interacting surfaces
in relative motion”, encompassing the studies pertaining to wear, friction and lubrication.

Whether we realise it or not, tribology is all around us whenever two interacting surfaces are in
relative motion, impacting almost every aspect in our lives. From natural phenomena like
movement of tectonic plates of the Earth’s crust or common daily activities such as walking, to
more advanced technological applications like aircraft engines.

The term tribology was added to the Oxford English dictionary 50 years ago, therefore it can be
considered a relatively new discipline. However, the awareness of the different parts of
tribology i.e. friction and wear existed already in ancient civilisations. The carvings at the tomb
of Saqqara, Egypt (2400 B.C.) show a man pouring a lubricant (most likely water, milk or animal
fat) into the path of motion of sleds carrying a statue to minimize the pulling force. Leonardo
Da Vinci was the first to introduce the concept of friction coefficient as the ratio between
friction force and normal load and showed that it is independent of the apparent contact area
of the moving body. In 1699 Guillaume Amontons rediscovered this knowledge and enunciated
the first two rules of friction which were further verified by Charles Coulomb, who added that
friction is independent of the sliding speed.

The first studies regarding fluid properties in lubricated friction were carried out by Sir Isaac
Newton, however a deeper understanding of hydrodynamic lubrication was achieved through
the studies of scientist such as B. Tower [1], O. Reynolds [2] and Petroff [3]. Compared to
friction and lubrication, the research of wear is relatively young. Holm being one of the first
contributors to its formal study in the middle of the last century [4].

The term tribology was introduced by a committee headed by Peter H. Jost in the UK in 1966
[5]. At first, this committee was requested to develop a better understanding and raise the level
of knowledge within the field of lubrication. However, it was realised that lubrication was just
one part of a rather bigger and complex system including wear, friction and the properties of
the surfaces in contact.
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There are three main regimes of lubrication: boundary, mixed and full film lubrication. In
boundary lubrication, contact between the asperities of the sliding surfaces occurs. However,
these are covered by a layer formed due to interactions between the lubricant, environment
and surfaces. Mixed lubrication indicates the transition between boundary and full film
lubrication in which the load is supported by a combination of asperity asperity contact points
and the lubricant film. Finally, in full film lubrication, the entire load is carried by a thick
lubricant film and contact between the surfaces does not occur.

Friction can be defined as the force resisting relative motion between two bodies in contact.
Besides gravity, friction can be considered as one of the most important forces impacting our
day to day life. Friction is necessary for activities like walking, washing, picking up objects etc.

From a tribological point of view, however, friction can be either beneficial or detrimental
depending on the process, application or component. One common example is an automobile,
where a relatively high friction is essential in the brake system or between the tires and the
road. On the other hand, low friction values are desired in the engine components in order to
minimise energy losses.

The level or magnitude of friction is expressed in terms of a coefficient “ ” which is the ratio of
the force necessary to slide (F) two solid bodies and the normal force pressing them
together (N), . There are two main contributors to sliding friction; the adhesion and
ploughing components. The adhesion component is originated by the formation of adhesive
bonds (caused either by physical or chemical interactions) formed at the interface of contact
areas (asperity contacts) of two surfaces in relative movement. If the asperities of one surface
indent and plough through the other via plastic deformation then a ploughing component is
originated.

Wear can be described as the displacement or removal of material from one or both surfaces in
contact and relative motion. As with friction, the presence of wear can be either good or bad.
Productive, controlled wear can be found in processes like machining, cutting, grinding and
polishing. However, in most of the technological applications, the occurrence of wear is highly
undesirable since it leads to the deterioration or even failure of components. Wear can be
quantified by means of wear rate, defined as the mass or volume of material removed per unit
sliding distance. It is usually expressed in terms of the dimensionless Archard wear coefficient
(k) or as specific wear rate (wear volume per unit applied normal load per unit sliding distance)
in .

Wear mechanisms

Wear can be classified into four main different mechanisms or modes; adhesive, abrasive,
surface fatigue and chemical (Figure 2). In addition to these, erosive and fretting wear have
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been found to be important mechanisms [8]. Adhesive wear is originated  through  the  
formation of bonds between the surface asperities of two sliding surfaces (Figure 2(a)). If the 
bonds are stronger than the strength of one or both materials this results in detachment or 
material transfer from one surface to the other. Abrasive wear takes place when the asperities 
from  the  harder surface  in contact  (two‐body)  or  hard  particles  (three‐body)  plough    and 
damage the softer mating  surface (Figure 2(b)). Fatigue  wear is characterised by the  presence  
of surface or sub‐surface crack formation induced by repeated stress cycles which, eventually 
results in the breakup of the surface and thus material removal (Figure 2(c)). Chemical wear, 
also  known  as  corrosive  or oxidative  wear,  involves  material  removal due  to  the chemical 
interaction between the surfaces in contact and the surrounding environment (Figure 2(d)). 
Erosive wear occurs by impingement of solids, liquids, gases or a combination of these to a solid 
surface resulting in plastic deformation and/or fracture (Figure 2(e)). Fretting wear originates 
when high load and low amplitude oscillating movement take place between two surfaces in 
contact (Figure 2(f)). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Schematic image of six representative wear mechanisms a) adhesive wear, b) abrasive wear, c) 

fatigue wear d) corrosive wear, e) erosive wear and f)  fretting 
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Among these, abrasion has been identified as the main wear mechanism related to economic
losses in the UK manufacturing industry [10]. Abrasive wear can be further classified into two
different types; two and three body abrasive wear. In two body abrasive wear, hard asperities
and/or embedded particles in one surface scratch the counter surface. In three body abrasive
wear, free abrasive particles are able to roll and slide between the two sliding surfaces which
results in lower wear rates compared to two body abrasion.

When considering the physical interaction between abrasive particles and the material surface,
the mechanisms of abrasive wear can be classified into microcutting, microploughing,
microfatigue and microcracking. Microcutting and microploughing involve high deformation of
the worn surface. In pure microcutting material flows up in front of the abrasive particle and is
removed in forms of chips with little or no material displaced to the sides. Microploughing can
be considered as an ineffective way of microcutting. In this, the material is pushed aside and
ahead of the abrasive particle with no material loss. In microfatigue, wear results from
repeated alternating loading of solid surfaces. The material is then plastically deformed and
leading to material detachment. Microcraking results from the indentation or scratching of a
brittle material causing detachment of particles from the surface due to formation and
convergence of cracks [8].

Tribosystems

Wear is an evolving phenomenon; it can be initiated by one mechanism proceed by a totally
different one or even a combination of several mechanisms acting at the same time. For a given
application, the transitions and dominance of wear mechanisms and wear rates are strongly
dependent on the operating conditions. The use of high normal loads leads to high contact
pressures and shear stresses resulting in plastic deformation and mechanical damage.
Increasing both sliding velocities and loads can result in high frictional heating. In the case of
metals, this can cause mechanical softening, phase transformation, development of oxide films
and in an extreme case melting of localized areas near the surface.

Identification of the wear mechanisms occurring in a given tribosystem becomes of great
importance for the evaluation of designs, materials, coatings or surface treatments of a given
application. However, this is not an easy task, due to the complex interaction between the
elements involved. Therefore, proper selection of the tribological test system and parameters
should be emphasised in order to ensure good tribological characterization of materials.

Tribotests can be classified according to their degree of realism, in other words, how close the
test conditions are to the real application [11]. During a field test, the component or application
is tested under realistic service conditions (Figure 3). In bench, sub system and component
tests, a reduction of components can be done in order to simplify the experiment. The
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of different tribometers according to tribological contact a) 
closed (pin-on-disc) and b) open (abrasive wear  tribometer) 

 

Wear maps 
 

Since the tribological behaviour is system-dependent, the ideal characterization of a material 
requires testing over a range of testing conditions such as load or temperature. A wear map is a 
useful way to identify and summarise such tribological  response. 

 

One of the first attempts to create a wear map was done by Okoshi et al. [13] in 1941 while 
studying the wear behaviour of cast iron and steel samples. In this work a three-dimensional 
graphic was created using sliding speed, pressure and wear as x, y and z axes respectively.    
Other wear maps were developed during the subsequent years by several researches [14-17]. 
However most of these were mainly focused on mild-severe transitions in sliding  systems. 

 

The first diagram that covered a wide range of sliding conditions on soft steels was created by 
Childs in 1980 [18]. In addition to the description of mild and severe areas, a complementary 
explanation of the dominant wear mechanism in each area was added. Following the same  
trend, in 1987 Lim and Ashby [19] created a wear-mechanisms map for unlubricated sliding of 
steel-steel  at  room  temperature.  This  map  shows  the  field  of  dominance  of  each  wear 
mechanism.  Contours  of  predicted  wear  rates  are  also  shown  in  the  map.  A       companion 
transition-mode map was also developed in order to complete the study [20]. According to this 
map  (Figure  5),  the  transitions  from  severe  to  mild  wear  were  usually  associated  with  the 
development of oxide layers produced by frictional heating and thus preventing metal-to-metal 
contact. 
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Figure 5. Wear map for steel sliding on steel in pin on disc configuration. Based on figure in [20]

Even though the awareness of the influence of temperature rise due to frictional heating (flash
temperature) existed already during the 1980’s and 1990’s, the introduction of temperature as
an external variable in wear maps is relatively new [21, 22].

Saito et al. [23] investigated the sliding wear behaviour of self mated X40 (Co based alloy) and
Mar M247 (Ni based alloy) under dry sliding conditions at different temperatures and sliding
speeds using a pin on disc machine. They presented a three dimensional map with
temperature and sliding speed as the horizontal axes and specific wear rate as the vertical axis.
At elevated temperatures, both materials showed a decreased wear rate associated with the
formation of Cr2O3 and NiO. Thermal softening of these materials was observed under a
combination of high sliding speeds and temperatures.

Gomes et al. [24] studied the wear behaviour of silicon nitride ceramics sliding against tool steel
and grey cast iron in a pin on disc machine at elevated temperatures. With the obtained data,
wear transition maps were developed. They depicted three different wear regimes: a severe
wear regime where the ceramic was worn by micro abrasion mechanisms, a transition regime
at relatively low temperatures (100 to 200°C) in which the ceramic was partly protected by
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layers of oxidised debris coming from the metal and finally a mild wear regime at high
temperatures (400 to 600°C) where a more extensive wear protective layer was formed.

Gomez del Rio et al. [25] composed a series of quantitative wear maps based on their study of
Al Li/SiC composites sliding against steel from room temperature to 350°C. These maps showed
the boundaries between mild and severe wear regimes for different normalized sliding
velocities, contact pressures and temperatures.

Inman et al. [26] constructed a “temperature vs sliding speed” wear map when sliding Nimonic
80A against Stellite 6 between room temperature and 750°C. In the diagram, they described the
influence of both temperature and speed on the wear mode as well as detailed observation
about wear debris formation. Three main areas can be distinguished in that map. A severe wear
area dominated by extensive metallic transfer from room temperature to 270°C, a less severe
wear region with reduced material transfer due to limited oxidation up to 570°C and a mild
wear area governed by the formation of wear protective layers at 690 and 750°C.

1.2 High temperature tribology

Ever since tribology was recognised as science, a great number of new research areas of
tribological studies have appeared driven mainly by the advent of new materials, technologies
and technological processes. Some examples of these areas are Nanotribology, Biotribology,
Ecotribology and High temperature tribology.

In several technological applications, the machine components are exposed to harsh conditions
such as high working loads, sliding speeds or temperatures. Examples of such applications can
be found in the aerospace, mining, power generation and metalworking industries. High
temperature tribology is therefore focused on how temperature affects the friction and wear
behaviour and how to control it.

The separating line between what is low or high temperature is rather diffuse and greatly
depends on the application but most importantly on the materials involved. In this sense, while
certain ceramics show good mechanical properties at around 2000°C, this temperature is
already above the melting or decomposition point for most metallic alloys and polymers [27].
Metallurgists refer to the idea of a homologous temperature, Thom, in order to categorise hot
and cold working operations. This can be defined as the working temperature of the material
normalised by its melting point in absolute temperature scale (K). If the resultant fraction is less
than 0.4 then it is considered that thermally activated mechanisms do not take place and the
operation is classified as cold working [28].
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In tribology, an application can be considered to operate at elevated temperatures when the
use of conventional lubricants i.e. oils and greases is no longer effective due to their rapidly
decomposition at around 300°C.

In the case of metals and alloys, the introduction of elevated temperatures into a tribological
system involves several chemical and physical phenomena occurring sequentially or even
simultaneously (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Phenomena occurring in a tribological system at elevated temperature

With notable exceptions (Ni3Al for example) [29] mechanical properties such as hardness and
yield strength of most metals and alloys tend to decrease with increasing temperatures. It has
been widely recognised that wear rate of materials tend to increase when the hardness
decrease [30]. However some authors have found that the wear behaviour can also be
influenced by other mechanical properties such as yield strength or toughness [31]. In view of
this, special attention must be put on the mechanical properties while selecting a material for a
given high temperature tribological application.

In general, ceramics are well known to present high hardness and corrosion resistance which
make them very interesting for many tribological applications operating at high load, speeds or
temperatures [32]. The major drawback of ceramics is their poor fracture toughness, thermal
shock resistance and their high machining cost.

Many components for the aerospace, electronics and defence industries are made out of nickel,
titanium or cobalt based alloys (also referred as superalloys) mainly due to their good
mechanical strength and resistance to surface degradation under severe service conditions
[33]. However, they can show a relatively poor abrasive wear resistance at elevated
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temperatures due to chemical reaction with abrasive particles [34] In addition to this, the price
of these materials is high, making their use prohibitive in cost sensitive processes.

Steel remains a material of choice for many applications due to good mechanical properties,
abundant resources and relatively low processing cost [35]. Tool steels are iron based alloys
which upon controlled chemical composition and proper heat treatment, can exhibit high
hardness and good wear resistance even at temperatures around 600°C. This allows their use
for high temperature applications such as hot forming processes, plastic moulding, forging, and
cutting tools [36]. These steels are heat treated (quenched and tempered) in order to obtain a
microstructure containing a tempered martensite matrix with evenly distributed (primary and
secondary) carbides. Primary undissolved carbides form during the solidification process and
can increase hardness and wear resistance, however they can also act as crack initiation sites,
reducing toughness [37]. Tempering in the range of 400 and 600°C allows the diffusion of
substitutional elements such as Mo, Cr or V through the iron lattice, resulting in the formation
of fine secondary fine carbides. The formation of such carbides is accompanied by an increase
in hardness and wear resistance. This process is called secondary hardening [38].

Boron steels are frequently used in the automotive industry in view to their high strength to
weight ratio which results in cost savings. The addition of small quantities of boron, increases
the hardenability of steel, i.e. impedes the nucleation and growth of pearlite and bainite
allowing the possibility to obtain a steel with 100% martensitic structure even with relatively
low cooling rates.

Carbide free bainitic steels (CFB) are relatively new materials which have shown good wear
resistance properties at room temperatures [39]. The addition of Si together with a proper heat
treatment, allow the formation of bainitic microstructures with no carbides, this results in good
toughness values. Whereas there have been studies dealing with the wear resistance in sliding
and rolling/sliding wear conditions [39, 40], their tribological behaviour at elevated
temperatures has not been yet studied.

Wear mechanisms at elevated temperature

Abrasive and adhesive wear have been identified as the most important types of wear
occurring in the industry [10]. The presence of elevated temperatures in the tribosystems can
increase the severity of these wear mechanisms.

As mentioned before, adhesive wear is initiated by the formation of bonds between asperities
of two sliding surfaces. As the strength of metals decreases and their ductility increases at
elevated temperatures, the number of bonds and the severity of adhesion increases under a
given load. Furthermore, during sliding the detached asperities (wear debris) may get
accumulated and mixed forming built up particles. These can adhere or embed into one of the
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surfaces causing grooves by ploughing to the counter surface [41]. Adhesive wear occurs more
easily in the absence of an interfacial layer between the interacting surfaces.

In addition to the abrasion caused by built up particles, three body abrasive wear at elevated
temperatures can also occur due to presence of hard oxides or oxidised wear debris [42].

In many industries such as in mineral handling, the abrasive particles can also come from an
external source. The tribological behaviour of the system can be affected by the mechanical
properties of the abrasive particles, their shape and how these interact with the surfaces in
contact [43]. High wear rates of different metallic alloys under a three body abrasive
environment have been observed by Shipway [44] and Hosseini [45]. This behaviour was
attributed to the fragmentation of abrasive particles since these were highly angular and
worked as a highly efficient abrasive.

On the other hand, since metals soften at high temperatures, the abrasive particles can get
embedded in the surface and form a tribolayer, which can increase the wear resistance of the
bulk material [46]. The wear reducing effects by the formation of tribolayers in an abrasive
environment at elevated temperatures was studied by Varga et al. [47]. They observed that the
formation of tribolayers at high temperatures, their thickness and appearance depended on the
microstructure and hardness of the materials investigated. Thus soft materials are prompted to
form more uniform tribolayers in abrasive environments, increasing wear resistance at elevated
temperature.

The role of oxidation

Surface oxide layers are present in almost all metals due to exposure to the oxygen in air. The
oxidation rate is governed by the interaction of oxygen and metal ions which is in turn
controlled by temperature. Chemical reaction rates are generally increased at elevated
temperatures. Over the years, oxidational wear has been studied by several authors [48 52].
Quinn developed a general theory of oxidational wear that not only took into account the
oxidation caused by frictional heating through asperity contacts but also the one occurring
when the sliding surfaces are exposed to an elevated surrounding temperature [51]. Quinn
showed that the tribological activation energy for oxidation was about half needed for static
oxidation of ferrous materials. In other words, oxidation under sliding conditions can occur
more easily than in static conditions exposed to the same ambient temperature. This may be
attributed to a higher diffusion rate of ions through a growing oxide layer which are generally
replete of defects due to mechanical perturbations [53].

Blau et al. [54] found significantly higher elemental concentration on oxides formed on
scratched surfaces when compared to oxides formed under static conditions. They concluded
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that the presence of mechanically induced defects on the bottom of the scratches accelerated
the local oxidation.

It is then important to mention that the formation of oxide layers during the relative motion of
two materials is not only dependent on the natural oxides but also on the in situ formed ones.

According to Stott et al. [52], depending on the sliding and surrounding conditions, three
different models for the generation of oxides can occur. The oxidation scrape reoxidation
comprises two stages. At first, a general oxidation of the apparent contact area as well as at the
contact asperities occurs due to an increased local temperature. In the second step, this oxide is
removed by the subsequent sliding, exposing clean metal for further oxidation. Total oxidation
occurs especially at higher ambient temperatures since it involves the generation of oxides
during or even prior to sliding. In this case, the oxide may not be completely removed by
subsequent sliding so the remaining oxide can continue to thicken over time. In the metal
debris case, the oxidation of fractured metal debris formed by the wear process itself leads to
the generation of load bearing layers.

In a subsequent study, Stott [55] described in more detail how the generation of this oxidised
debris can influence the wear behaviour in several ways. Some particles can be removed
entirely from the sliding contact and have no further impact on the wear behaviour while
others can be retained within the wear tracks moving between the sliding surfaces acting as
three body abrasives. These particles can get entrapped and agglomerated in certain locations,
especially in grooves, forming compacted layers acting as load bearing areas and reducing
metal to metal contact. Following this process, two competitive phenomena can occur: the
breakdown of the layers leading to the formation of further debris or their consolidation
through sintering. The latter process becomes more favoured at elevated temperatures. If the
oxide becomes solid before it breaks, a glaze layer is established and the wear usually decreases
to very low values.

Studies carried out by Inman et al. [56] indicated that these layers can be composed of nano
structured grains. This was caused by the continuous deformation, generation of dislocations
and formation of sub grains within the glaze layer.

The presence of oxides at the interface does not necessarily need to be beneficial in terms of
wear and friction behaviour. In static conditions, alloying elements less noble than iron such as
aluminium, chromium or silicon tend to form passive oxide layers, protecting the steels against
corrosion [57]. However during sliding conditions, these are prone to break and further
promote wear by abrasion. The term “lubricious” is used to define oxides which minimize wear
and tend to reduce friction since they are easy to shear and thus facilitate interfacial sliding.
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Low wear and friction values have been reported when oxides such as BaO, B2O3, CoO, PbO,
MoO3 and ZnO are present in a tribocontact [58 59].

The lubricity of oxides depends on some important factors such as ductility, adherence to its
substrate, thermal diffusivity, etc.

The detachment of a hard and brittle oxide layer may result in increased wear through abrading
particles, whereas a ductile oxide layer can accommodate more plastic deformation in the
presence of tangential stresses and normal loads.

The formation of free abrasive oxide particles can be minimized if the oxide has a good
adherence to its substrate. At elevated temperatures, the stability and tendency of the oxides
to adhere to the substrate will be affected by changes in the coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) of both metal substrate and oxide [60]. A significant difference generates stresses that
can lead to cracks and thermal spalling.

The thermal diffusivity values of the oxide and the counter surface can also play a big influence.
If the thermal diffusivity of the oxide is higher than that of the counter surface, the oxide will
easily transfer the heat onto the counter surface and thus rapidly cool down. This will lead to a
hard and brittle oxide producing abrasive particles in the contact [61].

Metal to oxygen bonding strength can also influence the lubricity of a given oxide. For example,
oxides such Al2O3 and MgO tend to form strong covalent/ionic bonds, which make them very
difficult to shear. On the other hand, low bond strength results in oxides with low melting
point, soft and easy to shear [62].

Different stoichiometric oxides can be formed for a given metal depending on the temperature,
exposure time and surrounding atmosphere that it is exposed to. In the case of iron, which is
the main constituent of steels, three different types of oxides can be generated [56]. In the low
temperature range, Fe2O3 is the main oxide formed. Over the range of 200 to 570°C, the scale is
comprised of an inner layer of Fe3O4 and an outer of Fe2O3. Above 570°C, an additional layer of
FeO appears adhered to the substrate. The mechanical properties such as hardness and even
the crystalline structure of these oxides affect the tribological behaviour. The rhomboedral
Fe2O3 is known to present an abrasive behaviour due to its remarkably high hardness especially
at room temperature [63, 64]. On the other hand, Fe3O4 and FeO show a cubic crystalline
system and are more ductile [64]. Several authors have reported that during sliding of steel and
iron based materials, the formation of an oxide layer which consists of Fe2O3 or Fe3O4 or a
mixture of these is beneficial for reducing friction and wear [65 67]. Kabaya et al. [68]
attributed this behaviour to the predominant presence of Fe3O4 over Fe2O3 within the oxide
layer at elevated temperatures.
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Contrary to these observations, Wang et al. [69] observed that the formation of Fe3O4 over
Fe2O3 did not involve the reduction of wear when investigating the effects of oxides and matrix
on the tribological behaviour of different cast steels. According to their results, under certain
conditions, the formation of iron based tribo oxides contributed to a further increase in wear.
They suggested that the strength of the matrix needs to be taken into account in order to know
whether the formation of an oxide layer would be beneficial or detrimental. If the strength of
the matrix is high enough to support the oxides, then these can provide protection against
wear. On the other hand, if the matrix is soft or has been softened, the presence of tribo oxides
does not reduce wear and they may even act as three body abrasives. Interestingly, Stott et al.
[70] have found that reduction in hardness due to thermal softening can lead to the formation
of protective oxide layers.

The effect of load, sliding speed on the development/maintenance of protective oxide layers is
complex and depends on the inter relationship of other factors. In general, the presence of
relatively high loads and low sliding velocities favours the agglomeration and sintering of wear
debris [71]. However, if this threshold is passed, cracking and breaking of such layers eventually
occurs leading to increased wear.

Schutze [72] further demonstrated that self healing of cracked oxides is possible under certain
conditions, especially at elevated temperatures and low strain rates. He observed that if the
rate at which the crack faces move apart is lower than the oxide growth rate within the scale,
the latter will tend to close the crack.

The formation of protective layers has commonly been observed in closed test configurations
such as unidirectional and reciprocating sliding systems. The reason for that is related to the
fact that the accumulation of wear debris at the interface is easier in these configurations [73].
However, some studies have shown that formation of such layers can be achieved even under
limited debris retention conditions [74].
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1.3 Research gaps

The number of applications and technological processes operating under harsh conditions such
as elevated temperatures has increased in the recent years. In order to enable development of
new products and processes intended for such conditions, there is a need for new and/or
improved knowledge pertaining to tribological phenomena occurring at elevated temperatures
and the related technological solutions.

Even though several studies have been carried out in order to bridge knowledge gaps, high
temperature tribology has not received adequate attention.

There is a special interest in the friction and wear characteristics of prehardened (quenched
and tempered) tool steels since they are commonly used in forming dies and can also be
employed in many other technological applications especially at elevated temperatures. Boron
steels (22MnB5) are used in applications requiring high abrasive wear resistance. These
materials are also used as workpiece in hot forming operations. Carbide free bainitic steels have
shown an interesting tribological behaviour at room temperatures however, their performance
at elevated temperatures has not been yet studied.

For tribological applications involving high temperatures, the mechanical properties at the
operating temperature are more relevant than those at room temperature. Therefore
mechanical properties like hardness should be measured by testing at working temperature
rather than merely extrapolating the room temperatures results or testing the samples after
being exposed to high temperature.

As indicated by the literature review, it is clear that the tribological behaviour at elevated
temperatures of a given material pair cannot be described in a general way and each system
has to be analysed separately depending on the type of wear involved, the materials, the
operating conditions and other variables. Adhesion and abrasion have been identified as the
most dominant wear modes in high temperature tribological systems but the detailed
understanding of the mechanisms is still inadequate.

It is clear that the establishment of oxide layers can provide good friction control and wear
protection but their use is limited depending on whether or not they form under specific
tribological conditions. The knowledge and understanding regarding how to facilitate their
formation and control as well as their stability in industrial processes involving high
temperatures and/or pressures is then of high importance.

In light of this variability and lack of understanding, it can be concluded that more extensive
and interdisciplinary tribological investigations at elevated temperature are necessary.
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Chapter 2

Objectives and limitations of this work

Despite the fact that the research on high temperature tribology has significantly grown during
the last years, it is clear that there is a need to get a better understanding of this complex and
challenging field. Therefore the focus of this work is to improve, expand and create new
knowledge and understanding of the wear related phenomena of different materials at
elevated temperatures.

2.1 Specific objectives

Within the current work, the specific objectives are as follows:

To investigate, analyse and achieve improved understanding of friction and wear
mechanisms of different tool steels and boron steel under a wide range of conditions in
closed and open tribological systems.
To understand the different mechanisms occurring during the abrasive wear of different
steels and to study the influence of parameters such as load, temperature mechanical
properties and microstructural evolution.
To evaluate the potential use of heat treated high Si steels under an abrasive
environment at room and elevated temperatures.
To investigate the role of different parameters such as hardness, fracture toughness and
plasticity index on the tribological behaviour of different tool steels in nanoscale.

2.2 Limitations

Within this study, the tribological tests carried out are not intended to simulate any actual
process. Although some materials and conditions are related to hot metal forming operations,
the scope of this work is essentially limited towards obtaining a deeper fundamental
understanding of the tribological behaviour at elevated temperatures for the materials
investigated.
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Chapter 3

Experimental materials and procedures

In this work, the experimental materials were chosen in view of their good mechanical
properties and their promising behaviour at elevated temperatures. A detailed description of
the experimental materials and techniques used during the course of this work is presented in
this chapter.

3.1 Experimental materials

3.1.1 Tool steels

In this work, the tribological properties of different commercially available tool steels have
been studied. The nominal chemical compositions and room temperature hardness values of
these materials are listed in Table 1.

Toolox44 was used in papers A, B, C and E whereas Toolox33 was studied in papers C and E. Both
Toolox steels were used in the as received condition i.e. quenched and tempered. They show a
microstructure consisting of tempered martensite (Figure 7). The biggest difference in terms of
chemical composition between these two materials is the higher molybdenum content in
Toolox44 (see Table 1). Therefore, during tempering, a higher amount of secondary Mo carbides
can be expected. Thus this material shows higher hardness compared to Toolox33. For paper C,
nominal impact toughness values at different temperatures were taken from the provider [75]
(see Table 2).

Table 1 Chemical composition and hardness of tool steels (Fe makes up the balance)

Material
Chemical composition (wt%)

HRCC Mn Cr Si Mo Ni V
Toolox44 0.31 0.9 1.35 0.6 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.14 45

Toolox33 0.23 0.8 1 1.2 0.6 1.1 0.3 max 1 0.1 29

Dievar 0.35 0.5 5.0 0.2 2.3 0.6 44.1

W350 0.38 0.55 5.0 0.2 1.75 0.55 43.9

Table 2 Influence of temperature on impact toughness of Toolox44 and Toolox33 [75]
Material Impact toughness [J]

20 °C 200 °C 300 °C 400 °C
Toolox 44 30 60 80 80
Toolox 33 100 170 180 180
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Figure 7. SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of a) Toolox44 and b) Toolox33

In case of paper E, Dievar and W350 steels were subjected to different heat treatments in order
to obtain a similar hardness (around 44 HRC) but different fracture toughness values. Table 3
shows the different heat treatment conditions for the tool steels used in paper E.

Table 3 Heat treatment combinations for the steels used in paper E

Material Specimen
Austenitizing Tempering

Temperature
[°C]

Soaking
time [min]

Temperature
[°C]

Time
[h]

Dievar
A 1000 20 550/620 2/2
B 1025 20 550/630 2/2

W350 C 1010 20 550/620 2/2

Figure 8 shows the microstructures obtained for Dievar and W350 specimens after heat
treatment. The microstructure of these specimens consists of tempered martensite, fine
secondary carbides and undissolved primary Cr carbides. Chromium carbides are usually
present in tool steels with a relatively high Cr content such as that in Dievar and W350.

a) b)
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Figure 8. SEM micrographs showing microstructure of specimens used in paper E a) specimen A,

b) specimen B and c) specimen C

3.1.2 Boron steel (22MnB5)

Boron steel 22MnB5 used in papers A, B, C and E was studied in unhardened condition, having a
ferritic perlitic microstructure (Figure 9). In this type of microstructure, pearlite is known to
provide a substantial contribution to the strength. The nominal composition and average room
temperature hardness for this material are given in Table 4.

Table 4 Chemical composition and hardness of the boron steel used in this work (Fe makes up the
balance)

Material
Chemical composition (wt%)

HV10kgC Si Mn Cr B
Boron steel 0.20 0.25 0.2 0.35 1.0 1.3 0.14 0.26 0.005 190

a) b)

Cr carbides

Cr carbides

c) Cr carbides
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Figure 9. SEM micrograph showing the microstructure of boron steel

3.1.3 High silicon steel

Table 5 shows the chemical composition of the high Si steel used in paper D. This steel was
austempered at 300 and 320°C in order to obtain carbide free bainitic microstructures (CFB).
The austempering temperature of 300 C was chosen in order to obtain a microstructure
containing approximately 10% martensite, with higher strength and hardness than the one
austempered at 320 C. The same alloy was subjected to two different quench and tempering
heat treatments which were used as reference materials. A summary of the heat treatment
parameters and their corresponding hardness values is shown in Table 6. Figure 10 shows the
obtained microstructures after the different heat treatments.

Table 5. Chemical composition of the high Si steel (Fe makes up the balance)

Material
Chemical composition (wt%)

C Si Mn Cr B Mo Al Ni

High Si steel 0.25 1.42 0.015 0.35 0.005 0.42 0.026 1.88

Table 6. Summary of heat treatments, intended microstructure and room temperature hardness of the
material investigated in Paper D

Sample Heat Treatment Microstructure HV10kg

QT1 Quench + Temper (320 C, 2h) Tempered
martensite

490

QT2
Quench + double Temper
(300 C 2h and 560 C, 2h)

Tempered
martensite

373

AT300 Austempering (300 C, 2h) CFB + tempered
martensite

486

AT320 Austempering (320 C, 2h) CFB 456
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3.2.2 High Temperature Tribometer (HTT)

Test specimens

The tool steel specimens in paper B were rectangular pins with a width and depth of 10x10 mm
and a height of 20 mm. The leading and trailing edges of the pin specimens were provided with
a 1.5 mm radius in order to reduce stress concentration in these areas. The counter specimens
were made from unhardened boron steel and in the form of sheet strips of 1000 mm length, 15
mm width and 1.5 mm thickness. The specimen geometries were chosen with a view to obtain
a constant contact pressure (flat on flat) even if the pin specimen was exposed to accelerated
wear.

Test apparatus

Figure 12 shows a schematic of the high temperature tribometer test configuration employed
in Paper B. In this rig, a pair of tool steel pins are loaded against the workpiece strip surfaces
(one from each side) and subsequently slid along the length of the strip. The tool steel
specimens are mounted in a tool assembly driven by a ball screw to induce sliding between pins
and sheet specimens. The workpiece strip is clamped by means of two hydraulically actuated
jaws. A pretension force is applied to the strip by a pneumatic cylinder, in order to keep it
straight during heating and testing. The rear pin is loaded against the workpiece strip and the
counteracting (front) pin by means of a pneumatic bellow. The applied normal and friction
forces are measured by means of strain gauge force transducers.

For the elevated temperature tests, the tool steel pins are heated with resistive heating coils.
The temperature of each pin specimen is monitored by means of a type K thermocouple
inserted in a hole drilled at the rear end of the pins. The thermocouple is positioned at
approximately 5 mm from the contact surface. Once the chosen temperature of the pins is
reached, the strip is heated via Joule effect by passing a controlled current through it. The
temperature of the strip is monitored using a pyrometer.

After completion of a test, the worn strip is placed in a tray which can contain up to 40 strips
with the help of an automated pick and place mechanism. A new strip is taken from the tray
and moved into position and clamped.

Test parameters such as normal load, pre tension and friction force, sliding speed and
temperature of the test specimens are controlled, monitored and acquired by means of a
computerised data acquisition and control system.
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3.2.3 High Temperature Continuous Abrasion Tester (HT CAT)

Test specimens

For hot continuous abrasion experiments in papers C and D, samples of 25 x 65 x 7 mm (width x
length x thickness) were used. In order to minimise any influence of the initial surface
roughness, all samples were ground using 120 grit size SiC paper to a Ra value of approximately
0.30 m. A steel wheel made out of Hardox® 500 (nominal hardness of 530 HV) with a diameter
of 232 mm and a width of 12 mm was used as counterbody in all experiments. The abrasive
material employed was standard AFS 50 70 Ottawa silica sand (Figure 13) with a hardness of
approximately 750 HV [76] and a nominal grain size of 212 300 m.

Figure 13. Stereoscope image of the silica sand used in papers C and D

Test apparatus

The tribological behaviour of different steels under an abrasive environment was studied in
papers C and D by means of a High Temperature Continuous Abrasion Tester (HT CAT)
schematically shown in Figure 14. In this machine, the samples are inductively heated (when
necessary) to the required temperature and then loaded against a rotating steel wheel with an
abrasive flow in between, which entails three body abrasion. The temperature is monitored
through a type K thermocouple placed in a drilled hole near the surface of the test specimen.
Parameters such as temperature and speed are controlled by means of a computerised system.
During the tests, the friction power was measured by means of a high resolution power module
installed in the test rig. The friction energy was obtained by multiplying the friction power and
testing time. The specific wear energy was obtained from the ratio of the friction energy to the
volumetric loss of the worn test specimens [77].

500 um 
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3.2.4 Hot Hardness Tester

Test specimens

High temperature hardness measurements were carried out on rectangular specimens
(22 x 50 x 6 mm). The surface of the samples was fine polished with 0.05 m silica particles
down to a final roughness value (Ra) of 40 nm in order to facilitate the reading of the
indentations after the test was done.

Test apparatus

In order to study the influence of temperature on the hardness of the different steels, hot
hardness measurements were carried out at different temperatures by means of a hot
hardness tester. This rig works as an extension to elevated temperatures of the Vickers HV10
tester. A pyramidal diamond indenter is pressed against a specimen with a certain load in order
to measure the bulk hardness. The tests are performed under low vacuum conditions (5 mbar)
to minimize oxidation of the sample and the diamond indenter. The heating is performed by
means of a short wave (infrared) halogen emitter located below the test sample. The heating
element is computer controlled using a type K thermocouple as feedback with an accuracy of
± 5°C. Before indenting the test specimen surface, the temperature is raised to the desired
value and stabilised in order to minimise measurement error. A pneumatic actuator relocates
the sample under the indenter between each indentation. Figure 15 shows a schematic of the
test rig.
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series of 8 scratches in which the applied load was constant (1mN) during the first 50 um and
then ramped at a constant rate of 15 mN/s to a maximum load of 200 mN. Finally a post scan
(resulting surface topography scan) with 1 mN was carried out.

3.2.6 Surface analysis

Within this work, a JEOL JSM 6460 scanning electron microscope, and Zeiss Merlin FEG SEM
were used to investigate the initial microstructure of the materials as well as the post analysis
of the worn surfaces i.e. general morphology, wear mechanism(s), formation of tribolayers, and
elemental qualitative information. Optical microscopy was also carried out using a Nikon Eclipse
MA 200 optical microscope in order to quantify abrasive particles in worn surfaces. XRD
analysis was conducted in order to characterise the phases present at the surface layers formed
after being exposed to elevated temperatures by using a Siemens PANalytical Empyrean
equipment. Initial surface roughness values as well as residual scratch depths and volume loss
were determined by means of Wyko 1100NT and Zygo NewView 7300 3D optical profilometers.
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Chapter 4

Salient Results

In this section, the most important results from the appended papers are shown. In paper A,
the influence of temperature and load on the wear and friction behaviour of tool steel and
boron steel was studied using a POD tribometer. In paper B, the same materials were used in
order to obtain fundamental tribological understanding at different temperatures by using a
high temperature tribometer in open and closed configurations. Furthermore in Paper B, a
comparison between some results obtained from the closed configuration tests and the POD
experiments carried out in Paper A is given. Paper C and D address the study of different steels
in a three body abrasive wear environment at different temperatures. Finally in Paper E the use
of techniques such as nanoindentation and nanoscratch were used in order to investigate the
role of hardness, toughness and Plasticity Index in the friction and wear behaviour of different
tool steels.

4.1 Effect of temperature on friction and wear of tool steel boron steel
tribopair

The objective of the study carried out in Paper A was the detailed understanding of the
tribological behaviour of boron steel and tool steel (Toolox44) under different loads i.e. 25, 50
and 75 N (corresponding to 2, 4 and 6 MPa contact pressure respectively) and temperatures
(R.T., 100, 200, 300 and 400°C).

Friction

Figure 18 shows the average friction coefficient as a function of different loads and
temperatures. As seen, the frictional behaviour is influenced by both load and temperature. In
general, at a given load the average friction coefficient decreases as the testing temperature is
increased. Similarly, lower friction coefficient values are obtained for a given temperature,
when higher loads are used. A maximum friction coefficient value of approximately 1.2 is
observed at room temperature and 25 N whereas the minimum value of 0.34 is found at 75 N
and 400°C.
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Figure 25. Friction, wear and wear mechanisms maps for tool steel and boron steel pair

4.2 Influence of temperature on the tribological response in open and
closed tribosystems

As stated earlier, the tribological behaviour of a given pair of materials can be dramatically
influenced by the type of tribotest system used. Some tribotest methods like the high
temperature tribometer (HTT) described in section 3.2.2 may be used in open and closed type
configurations. Paper B focusses on the tribological behaviour of Toolox44 and boron steel pair
using a unidirectional linear sliding tribometer in open and closed configurations. In addition to
this, the results from the closed configuration experiments were compared to those obtained in
Paper A.

Friction

Figure 26 shows the average friction coefficient as a function of temperature for the open and
closed type tests. At room temperature, the closed tests showed higher friction compared to
that obtained in the open tests. This was explained in terms of a natural oxide layer presented
on the boron steel strips. These natural oxides layers are known to prevent metal to metal
contact and reduce adhesive wear [80]. In case of the closed tests, after the first stroke, the
native oxide layer present in the boron steel strip was removed; therefore metal to metal
contact occurred immediately for the subsequent strokes. This would give rise to increased
adhesion leading to a higher friction level compared to that of the open tests. At 400°C on the
other hand, the closed tests showed a lower friction coefficient compared to the one obtained
in the open tests. This behaviour was again explained in terms of the formation of protective
oxide layers formed on the worn surfaces of the specimens in contact. Interestingly, a higher
friction coefficient was observed in case of the open test at 400°C compared to that at room
temperature. This may be attributed to high adhesive wear in the open tests at 400°C due to
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4.3 Temperature effects on three body abrasive wear

4.3.1 Tool steels and boron steel

Paper C focused on the tribological response of different materials under a three body abrasive
wear environment at elevated temperatures and its correlation with mechanical properties
such as hot hardness and toughness over a wide range of temperatures. This work aimed at
further investigating the wear response for the materials studied in paper A, i.e. tool steel
(Toolox44) and boron steel. Additionally, one more tool steel (Toolox33) was also investigated
owing to its potential use for applications under harsh conditions.

Hot Hardness

Figure 33 shows the behaviour of hardness as a function of temperature. As can be seen, the
hardness values of the three materials investigated decreased as the test temperature
increased. The boron steel showed a small decrease in hardness from room temperature to
500°C, followed by an abrupt drop at higher temperatures attributed to a phase transformation
from pearlite to austenite at approximately 734°C. The hardness of both tool steels also
decreased slightly up to 600°C. In these steels, and especially in Toolox44, the presence of
carbides which act as obstacles to dislocation movements, strengthen the matrix. Above this
temperature, a drastic reduction in the hardness values of both tool steels was observed. This
could be due to the coarsening of carbides together with a phase transformation of martensite
into austenite at approximately 745°C.

Figure 33. Hardness as a function of test temperature for the materials studied in Paper C
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Specific wear energy

The specific wear energy was defined as the energy necessary to remove a volume of 1 mm3 of
a certain material. As can be observed in Figure 34, all materials showed an increase in specific
wear energy as the temperature was raised from room temperature to 100°C being more
evident in the case of Toolox33. The specific wear energy values remained at relatively constant
levels from 100 to 600°C in case of Toolox44 and 100 to 400°C for Toolox33 and boron steel.
Finally, at higher temperatures a reduction of the specific wear energy was observed.

Figure 34. Specific wear energy as a function of test temperature for the studied materials in paper C

Wear rates and mechanisms

Figure 35 shows the influence of temperature on the specific wear rate of the investigated
materials. As can be observed, the wear rate of Toolox44 remained constant up to 200°C. On the
other hand, Toolox33 and boron steel showed a decrease in wear rate with an increase in
temperature from 20 to 200°C, being more pronounced for the boron steel. Above this
temperature, a gradual increase in wear rate was seen up to 500 and 600°C for boron steel and
tool steels respectively. At higher temperatures, a sharp increase in the wear rate of all
materials was observed.
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Figure 35. Specific wear rate as a function of test temperature for the materials studied in paper C

The presence of grooves produced by microploughing of silica particles was seen in the worn
surface of Toolox44 tested at room temperature (Figure 36((a)). Additionally, the occurrence of
shallow indentations caused by silica particles was also observed. This led to the removal of
material by repeated plastic deformation of the surface. From 100 to 400°C the presence of
more grooves caused by microploughing was observed. This was mainly attributed to the
decreased hardness of Toolox44 within this range of temperatures. At 500 and 600°C,
microploughing and microcutting were the dominating wear mechanisms. As Toolox44 became
softer, the penetration depth and quantity of embedded silica particles increased. Some of
these particles got fractured as a result of the shearing forces at the sliding interface. The newly
fractured particles were sharp and caused further ploughing/cutting, thus contributing to an
increased wear rate (Figure 36(b)).

Figure 36. SEM micrographs of Toolox44 tested at a) room temperature and b) 600 °C
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Figure 38. SEM micrographs of Toolox33 after testing at a) 600°C and b) 800°C

The boron steel samples tested at room temperature showed a heavily deformed surface in
which microploughing and microcutting were the main wear mechanisms. A reduction in wear
rate was observed as the temperature was increased from room temperature to 300°C. During
the wear process, the worn surface of the boron steel was plastically deformed, resulting in a
work hardened layer. A series of micro hardness measurements carried out within this layer of
the sample tested at 100°C resulted in a mean value of 237 HV(20g) which represents an
increment of 30% compared to the hot hardness at that temperature. The presence of silica
particles mixed on top of the hardened layer further protected the bulk material, thus
decreasing the wear rate (Figure 39).

Figure 39. SEM micrograph of a boron steel sample tested at 100°C

At higher temperatures (from 400 to 800°C), an increase in wear rate mainly due to large
fragmented particles causing microcutting was observed (Figure 40(a)). In this range of
temperatures, the strain hardening phenomenon was cancelled and outweighed by the
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temperature induced recovery and recrystallization processes. Interestingly, compared to both
tool steels the boron steel showed the occurrence of recrystallized ferrite grains in the surface
at lower testing temperatures (600°C) (Figure40(b)). This was attributed to the presence of
carbides in both tool steels acting as obstacles to prevent or delay the movement of
dislocations which is necessary for recrystallization. The occurrence of recrystallization in steels
has proven to be detrimental in terms of three body abrasive wear resistance, according to
Berns et al. [81]. In their work, the materials containing precipitates or carbides within the
microstructure showed the best wear resistance at elevated temperatures.

Figure 40. SEM micrographs of boron steel tested at 600°C showing the presence of a) a fragmented

silica particle and b) a cross section showing the recrystallized ferrite grains at the surface

4.3.2 High Silicon steel

In paper D, high silicon steel was heat treated to obtain four different microstructures (Table 6).
This work has been aimed at studying the three body abrasive wear behaviour of these
materials at room and elevated temperatures. Additionally, the effects of hardness and
toughness on the wear behaviour were analysed.

Hot hardness and toughness

Figure 41 show the influence of temperature on hardness and impact toughness on the studied
materials in Paper D. As can be seen in Figure 41(a), at room temperature the highest hardness
value was obtained for QT1, followed by AT300, AT320 and QT2 respectively. As testing
temperature increased, hardness decreased slightly up to 350 C for all samples. At 500 °C, the
hardness of QT1, AT300 and AT320 specimens was reduced considerably and all samples ended
up within hardness values between 320 and 350 HV. This behaviour can be attributed to the
absence of carbides in CFB steels. In general, the hardness of steels containing carbides (like the

a) b)
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At 600°C, all materials showed a drastic reduction of hardness. This temperature is close to or
even higher (in case of the Toolox steels) than the tempering temperature which these
materials were exposed to. Therefore a further coarsening of carbides at this temperature with
the subsequent decrease in hardness could be expected. Table 10 shows the plasticity index (PI)
of the studied materials at room temperature. As seen, the lowest plasticity index values is
shown by material B (0.80), followed by specimens A and C (0.81) with materials D and E
presenting the highest plasticity index values (0.84 and 0.88). This index is the ratio of the
plastic to the total deformation experienced by a material during an indentation. Therefore, a
material with low plasticity index will show less plastic deformation and a better elastic
recovery under a given load. These results are in agreement with the hardness measurements,
i.e. the harder material showed the lower PI and vice versa.

Table 10 Plasticity index values from room temperature indentation of the studied tool steels
Material Dievar W350 Toolox44 Toolox33

Specimen A B C D E
Plasticity Index 0.81 0.80 0.81 0.84 0.88

Nanoscratch

Figure 46(a) shows typical friction coefficient curves obtained from the nanoscratch
experiments for the studied materials in paper E. As it can be seen, during the first um of sliding
a very unstable friction behaviour was seen for all materials. This corresponds to the load
ramping phase of the nanoscratch. Once the normal load was constant, the friction curves
reached steady state with a marginal increase towards the end of the sliding. This could be
attributed to an increase in the tangential force due to material accumulation in front of the
indenter as the nanoscratch progresses [83]. In Figure 46(b) the average friction coefficients
obtained during the constant load stage of the nanoscratch is presented. Interestingly, the
materials showing a high plasticity index, i.e. specimens D and E, showed higher friction
coefficients followed by specimens C and B, with specimen A showing the lowest value.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this work, friction and wear phenomena in some selected steels suitable for working at high
temperatures have been studied. The friction and wear behaviour of boron steel and tool steel
has been investigated at different loads and temperatures by using Pin on Disc (POD)
experiments as well as a high temperature tribometer (HTT). Additionally, the influence of
temperature on the three body abrasive wear behaviour of tool steels, boron steel and high Si
steel has been investigated. Finally, the tribological behaviour of different tool steels by means
of nanohardness and multiple pass nanoscratch techniques has also been studied.

The main conclusions of this work are as follows:

The friction and wear behaviour of boron steel and tool steel under unidirectional
sliding conditions is temperature and load dependent. In general the friction coefficient
decreases as both temperature and load are increased. The most significant
mechanisms contributing to wear are abrasion and adhesion.
Regardless of the type of test, i.e. POD or closed tests in the HTT, the formation of oxide
layers containing a mixture of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 plays a significant role in reducing wear
and friction.
The development of continuous (uniform) protective oxide layers is preferentially
observed on the pins surface since the entrapment and retention of wear debris is
facilitated.
In the three body abrasion test, the main wear mechanisms encountered are
microploughing and microcutting. In general, above 500°C, the outermost zone of the
samples experienced dynamic recrystallization of ferritic grains. The presence of
carbides in tool steels tends to delay recrystallization and thus, increase their wear
resistance at elevated temperatures.
Toughness is an important material property in determining the abrasive wear
resistance of steels, especially at elevated temperatures.
The main wear mechanisms encountered in the nanoscratch experiments are
microcutting, microploughing and microfatigue. Higher wear and friction coefficient
values are obtained for the materials with low hardness and high plasticity index.
Plasticity index and hardness show a good correlation with wear for the studied tool
steels. Increasing fracture toughness decreased the wear for tool steels but for this, a
sufficient hardness is needed.
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Chapter 6

Significance of this research

The advent of new technologies and processes in the recent years has resulted in more and
more technological systems operating under severe conditions such as high loads or
temperatures. Oftentimes the implementation of these technologies is ahead of the proper
comprehension of all the different tribological phenomena taking place. Therefore, proper
material selection, optimised process parameters and especially a good understanding of the
wear and friction phenomena occurring under these conditions are critical for the optimisation
and development of future product and processes.

Even though awareness of the importance of high temperature tribology is growing in the
recent years, there are still several knowledge gaps to be bridged.

This work has focussed on friction and wear studies of different steels such as boron steel, tool
steels, and high Si steels which are or can be used in high temperature applications. The
knowledge acquired through the realisation of this work, represents a step forward in the effort
to create and increased fundamental understanding concerning the influence of temperature,
material properties and testing conditions on friction and wear response. The outcome of this
research is considered and is expected to provide an impetus to enhanced activities in the high
temperature tribology field.
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Chapter 7

Suggestions for future work

The realisation of the current work has given an important insight into the friction and wear
mechanisms governing the tribological behaviour of different steels at room and elevated
temperatures.

The experimental data obtained from this work can be used to develop of methods and models.
These can be a powerful tool for the prediction of the wear behaviour of a given tribological
system exposed to elevated temperatures.

The formation of oxide layers has been seen to reduce wear and friction for the materials used
in this work. Investigations into their mechanical properties, chemical composition, morphology
and removal mechanisms are needed for further progress in the field. Detailed studies using
techniques such as scanning electron microscopy coupled with focussed ion beam (FIB SEM),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high temperature nanoindentation and
nanoscratch are highly recommended.

As seen, the tribological behaviour of the materials studied in this work was closely related to
their mechanical properties. Additional mechanical characterization such as fracture toughness
of these materials at high temperatures is required to correlate these to their tribological
response.

The use of techniques such as nanoscratch has already shown a big potential in investigating
the tribological behaviour of tool steels at room temperature. Nanoscratch tests at elevated
temperatures will certainly lead to deeper understanding of pertinent phenomena. Linked to
this, are the use of techniques such as FIB SEM, in order to analyse the wear surface regions
below nanoscratches will enhance the understanding of tribological phenomena occurring at
high temperatures.
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High temperature friction and wear
mechanism map for tool steel and boron steel
tribopair

S. Hernandez*1, J. Hardell1, C. Courbon1, H. Winkelmann2 and B. Prakash1

Tribological systems working under severe conditions like high pressures, sliding velocities and

temperatures are subjected to different phenomena such as wear, oxidation and changes in

mechanical properties. In many cases, there are several mechanisms occurring simultaneously.

The predominating type(s) of wear mechanism(s) presented will depend on the materials in

contact, operating parameters and surrounding environment. In this work, high temperature

tribological studies of boron steel sliding against tool steel were conducted using a pin-on-disc

machine under unlubricated conditions at five different temperatures ranging from 25 to 400uC,
three different loads: 25, 50 and 75 N (contact pressures of 2, 4 and 6 MPa respectively) and

a sliding speed of 0?2 ms21. Scanning electron microscopy/energy dispersive spectroscopy and

X-ray techniques were used for analysing the resulting damage and tribolayers of the worn

surfaces. Additionally, hardness measurements were carried out in a special hot hardness rig in

the same temperature range as that used in pin-on-disc tests. The results have shown that for a

given load, the wear rate of boron steel decreased as the temperature increased, reaching its

lowest value at 400uC at 50 N. In the case of the tool steel, it could be observed that at 200uC and

above, the wear rate decreased as the load increased. This behaviour is consistent with the

formation of a protective oxidised layer initiated at 100uC. At higher temperatures, such layers

become more pronounced. The obtained data were finally used to construct a friction and wear

mechanism map for this material pair that takes temperature and pressure into account.

Keywords: Elevated temperatures, Tool steel, Boron steel, Oxidised layer, Wear mechanisms

This paper is part of a special issue on the 3rd International Tribology Symposium of the IFToMM: Part II

Introduction
There are several technological applications in which
machine components are exposed to elevated tempera-
tures. Some examples of these processes can be found
in aerospace, power generation, material processing
and metal forming industries. In such applications, the
severe tribological conditions combined with the high
temperature to which the materials are subjected to
influence their wear and friction behaviour.1–3

The use of oil or grease is no longer effective for
tribological applications that operate at high tempera-
ture since they would decompose and deteriorate
(typically at temperatures around 300uC) leading to
the contamination of the environment. The use of
surface treatments or coatings is another option how-
ever, it is important to bear in mind that the lifetime of

the modified surfaces is limited and once the unmodified
material is exposed the protection becomes less effective.
In view of this some other alternative approaches are
then required.

Coincidently, some of the phenomena that occur
during high temperature wear can be taken advantage of
in order to reduce or even almost eliminate subsequent
wear; in this regard, oxidation plays an important role.
During the recent years several researchers have studied
the formation of oxidised layers formed in-situ and their
influence on the tribological behaviour.4–9 Sttot et al.10

observed that the wear debris particles generated during
the rubbing of a given couple of materials in contact
can get trapped, accumulated and compacted, forming
protective surface layers. Further sintering of such layers
can be favoured if the temperature is high enough and
then form the so called glaze layers.11 Their formation
has commonly been observed in closed test configura-
tions such as unidirectional and reciprocating sliding
systems. The reason related to this is the retention/
accumulation of wear debris at the interface.12 On
the other hand Inman et al.13 have shown the forma-
tion of such layers even under limited debris retention
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conditions. It is however important to mention that
the presence of oxidised layers formed in situ can be
either beneficial or detrimental in terms of wear pro-
tection depending on their properties which in turn
are determined by the materials in contact and para-
meters such as load, sliding speed and temperature.14

Further Kato and Komai15 among others, showed that
the formation of tribofilms could also be achieved by the
artificial supply of nanometre sized oxide particles.

The use of wear maps as a tool for summarising wear
mechanisms under given operating conditions has been
broadly used since the last century.16–19 The ultimate
objective of these diagrams is to provide practicing
engineers with an easy and understandable way to
describe the behaviour of a tribological system under
certain conditions. During the 1980s and 1990s the
tendency was to use steel/iron alloys as materials for
wear mapping. Lim and Ashby developed a methodol-
ogy for wear mechanism maps depicting the wear rate
and the regime of dominant wear mechanisms for a
steel/steel tribo-pair.20 It was not until the beginning of
the last decade that temperature was introduced as a
variable in wear maps.21–23 The focus however, shifted
from steel to Ni, Co, Al and Si alloys among others.

Boron steel is increasingly used in many applications
such as structural components in the automotive
industry. These parts are processed through hot metal
forming operations. The presence of excessive wear
on the tools affects not only the final quality of the
component being formed, but also involves economic
losses due to the increased maintenance cost.

The authors have previously studied the influence of
different temperatures on the tribological behaviour
of boron steel and tool steel.24 The results have shown
that the friction coefficient was temperature dependent.
In general, friction decreased at elevated temperatures.
Oxidised layers were developed on the boron steel
surface, protecting it against wear. On the other hand,
the wear rate of the tool steel increased with temperature
owing to thermal softening.

The objective of the present paper is to further
improve and expand the fundamental understanding
acquired during the previous work24 throughout the
development of a friction and wear mechanisms map
based on the detailed study of the tribological behaviour
of these materials under different conditions of load and
temperature.

Experimental work

Test materials and specimens
In this work, the tribological properties of prehardened
tool steel and boron steel have been studied. The
hardness values, initial surface roughness and chemical
compositions, of these materials are listed in Tables 1
and 2. The tool steel specimens were flat discs of ø75
and 7?9 mm thick. The counter body specimens were

cylindrical pins of ø4 mm and 4 mm height made from
boron steel.

Test equipment and procedure
The experimental work was carried out using a Phoenix
Tribology TE67 high temperature pin-on-disc trib-
ometer under dry unidirectional sliding conditions. In
this rig, a stationary pin test specimen is loaded against
a rotating disc specimen using either dead weight or
pneumatic loading systems. The friction force is
measured by a strain gauge force transducer. For
elevated temperature tests, a heating device (hot air
blower) is placed next to the specimen chamber. Test
parameters such as load, rotational speed, duration and
temperature are controlled, monitored and recorded by
means of a computerised system.

The tool steel discs were ground with SiC abrasive
papers (grit 600) in order to get a low surface roughness.
The boron steel pin specimens were used in as delivered
condition. The specimens were cleaned in petroleum
spirit in an ultrasonic cleaner, rinsed with ethanol and
finally dried in air before and after every test.

The tests were carried out at 5 different temperatures
ranging from room temperature to 400uC and under
three different loads: 25, 50 and 75 N (contact pressure
of 2, 4 and 6 MPa respectively) and a sliding velocity
of 0?2 ms21. For elevated temperature tests the
lower specimen (disc) was exposed to an initial heating
sequence while rotating to ensure uniform heating. The
upper specimen (pin) was kept separated from the disc
during the heating sequence. Once the desired tempera-
ture was achieved, the pin was brought into contact with
the disc, the load was applied and the test was started. A
minimum of two tests were carried out for each set of
conditions. Each specimen was weighed before and after
the unidirectional sliding test using a Metler-Toledo
AX205 analytical balance, from which the weight
change was calculated.

In order to account for the weight gained as a result
of oxidation at the highest temperature, a stationary
oxidation test was carried out. Whereas during a normal
test, the pin was loaded against a rotating disc, during a
stationary test, the pin and the disc were just exposed to
the desired temperature for the same duration as the
tribological tests without any relative movement. The
oxidation was then quantified by weighing the samples
after the tests. Finally, this value was subtracted from the
wear values. The weight gained due to static oxidation of
the boron steel pin was insignificant. However some
weight gain was detected on the tool steel specimen
because of the larger surface area.

The specific wear rates of the specimens were
calculated using equation (1)

Specific wear rate~
V

FNS
(1)

where V represents the volume worn away from the
sample in mm3, FN is the normal load given in N and S
is the sliding distance in m.

Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive
spectroscopy (JEOL JSM 6460 SEM/EDS) techniques
were used to analyse the surface damage and chemical
composition of the tribolayers formed after the experi-
ments. XRD analysis was conducted in order to cha-
racterise the surface layers formed after being exposed to

Table 1 Average hardness values and initial surface
roughness of test specimens

Material HV10 Ra/mm

Boron steel 190 0.87
Tool steel 440 0.12
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elevated temperatures by using a PANalytical Empyrean
equipment. An estimation of the percentages of the
phases presented was carried out using the Rietveld
method.

Hot hardness measurements were carried out in a
special hot hardness rig based on the Vickers HV10 test
method and which was extended to elevated tempera-
tures. A load of 10 kg was applied in order to measure
the compound hardness. The whole test was perfor-
med under low vacuum condition (5 mbar) in order
to prevent oxidation of the sample and the diamond
indenter. Measure spots and the position of the sample
were pretest programmed and controlled by an actuator
so that hardness over temperature curves could be
measured automatically. Five indents at each tempera-
ture were done for statistical evaluation.

The diagonals of the indent marks were measured by
means of optical microscopy after cooling down and
Vickers hardness was finally calculated. The thermal
expansion of the material at testing temperatures
influences the hardness value ,3%. Therefore, it is in
the range of the test accuracy of the Vickers standard
method and can be negligible. For this investigation the
hot hardness was measured in the same range of
temperatures as that in the pin-on-disc experiments.

Results and discussion

Frictional behaviour
The friction curves obtained during the tests carried out
at room temperature (25uC) under the three different
loads are shown in Fig. 1. In the case of 25 N, the
friction coefficient started at a relatively low value of
y0?12, it then gradually increased reaching a first peak
of friction and its subsequence reduction after approxi-
mately 220 s. Finally, a sudden rise to a value of y1?25
is observed after 420 s followed by a drop to a steady
state value of y1?16 towards the end of the test.

Some features of Fig. 1 are of particular interest. The
first peak is attributed to the presence of a thin oxide

layer on the pin surface originating from the material
processing. Once this layer is removed, metal-to-metal
contact occurs and the friction coefficient increases
quickly. This transition occurs faster at higher loads
since the time/sliding distance necessary to wear off
such layer decreases. The 50 and 75 N friction curves
reach their maximum peak at approximately 50 and 25%
respectively of the time when compared to the 25 N
curve. As seen in Fig. 1, the tests carried out under 75 N
at room temperature could not be finished as a result of
the high wear rate of the boron steel.

In order to have a clear idea about the overall in-
fluence of different loads and temperatures on friction,
the average value of the friction coefficient at the steady
state region was considered, this is shown in Fig. 2.
In general terms, at a given load the average friction
coefficient decreases as the temperature is increased. A
maximum friction coefficient value of y1?2 is observed
at room temperature and 25 N whereas the minimum
value is found at 75 N and 400uC.

The overall decrease of the friction values is attributed
to the development of oxidised protective layers on
the worn surfaces of the materials in contact. Welsh,25

Lim et al.26 found that during sliding conditions of
many metals and alloys, small changes in temperature
and/or load can result in reduction in wear and friction
behaviour. This is linked to oxidation and more spe-
cifically to the formation of oxidised layers on the worn
surfaces. As mentioned before, the effectiveness against
wear and high friction of such layers will be governed by
the composition and type of oxides formed, which at the
same time depend on several factors such as tempera-
ture, load, sliding speed and the materials in contact.

At room temperature, the higher loads (50 and 75 N)
present a lower steady state friction value (y0?65) in
comparison with the one obtained with a load of 25 N
(y1?2). The oxidation and agglomeration of some
wear particles can occur if the frictional heating is high
enough as a consequence of high loads and/or high
sliding speeds. The formation of oxide layers under
ambient conditions and their effect on the running-in

Table 2 Chemical composition of test materials

Material

Chemical composition/wt-%

C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni B V

Boron steel 0.2–0.25 0.2–0.35 1–1.3 Max 0.03 Max 0.01 0.14–0.26 … … 0.005 …
Tool steel 0.31 0.6–1.1 0.9 Max 0.010 Max 0.004 1.35 0.8 0.7 … 0.14

1 Friction coefficient as function of time for boron steel

sliding against tool steel at 25uC

2 Influence of load and temperature on friction
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friction behaviour has been studied by Blau et al.27 In
this particular work the increment of load led to the
formation of a partially oxidised layer with poor
compaction; Pauschitz et al.28 refer to this as mechani-
cally mixed layer. These layers are easily sheared,
prevent metal-to-metal contact and thereby result in
reduction of friction (Fig. 3).

Throughout high temperature tests, the drop in
friction can be explained by the formation of a pro-
tective oxidised layer. As the temperature is increased,
more particles can get oxidised and sintered thus
forming a glaze layer that further decreases friction.

During this work, XRD analysis of the worn surface
of boron steel specimens from tests at elevated

temperatures showed the presence of oxides Fe2O3 and
Fe3O4 (Fig. 4a). Several authors have reported that
during sliding of steel and iron based materials, the
formation of an oxidised layer which consists of Fe2O3

or Fe3O4 or a mixture of them, is beneficial for reducing
friction.29–31 Kabaya et al.32 attributed this behaviour to
the predominant presence of Fe3O4 over Fe2O3 within
the oxide layer at elevated temperatures. In order to
ascertain this, a quantitatively analysis of the phases
presented on the worn surface of the boron steel from
100 to 400uC tests was carried out using Rietlveld
analysis. The Fe3O4/Fe2O3 ratio was then correlated
with the friction coefficient at those temperatures (see
Fig. 4b). It can be observed that as the temperature
increased, the Fe3O4/Fe2O3 ratio also increased.
Furthermore, at temperatures above 200uC the drop in
the friction coefficient values become more significant
correlating with the predominant presence of Fe3O4

within the glaze layer at those temperatures, i.e. Fe3O4/
Fe2O3§1.

It has also been found that for steels, Fe2O3 is the
main constituent in the wear debris at temperatures
below 200uC whereas above this temperature the
amount of Fe3O4 becomes more significant.33 Fe3O4

has a cubic crystalline structure that is easy to shear and
reduces friction and wear.34

Wear behaviour and wear mechanisms
Figure 5 shows the influence of load and temperature on
the specific wear rate of the boron steel and tool steel
materials. In the case of the boron steel, a general
tendency can be clearly observed; i.e. regardless of the
load, as the test temperature is increased, the specific

3 Cross-section of pin tested at RT under 50 N showing

presence of mechanically mixed layer on top

4 X-ray diffractogram showing presence of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 on worn surface of boron steel pin after test at 400uC

5 Specific wear rate as function of temperature and load for a boron steel and b tool steel
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wear rate was reduced. Whereas at room temperature
the specific wear rates values remained within the range
of 161023, at 400uC a three order of magnitude lower
wear rate (y161026) occurred.

The tool steel does not present such behaviour.
Furthermore, under a load of 25 N, the wear rate of
tool steel tends to increase as the temperature is
increased. However, further increasing of the load to
50 and 75 N at temperatures of 200uC and above,
the wear rate decreased which is more noticeable at
the highest test temperature.

As mentioned before, these changes are closely related
to the formation of protective oxide layers, especially on
the worn surface of the boron steel pin. The influence of
load and temperature on the presence of such layers and
thus on the wear behaviour of the materials in contact
will be discussed in the next section.

At 25uC
Scanning electron micrographs of the boron steel surface
revealed adhesion as the main wear mechanism from
the test carried at 25 N (Fig. 6a). As a result of the
adhesion and due to its lower hardness, the boron
steel suffered more plastic deformation. After some
time, the deformed asperities got detached and mixed
with the wear particles from the tool steel material,
forming agglomerates or transfer particles. These built-
up particles produced grooves caused by ploughing on
both surfaces. Figure 6b shows a part of the groove
produced by a transfer particle on the disc surface. In
fact wear by ploughing effect was the predominant wear

mechanism on the tool steel surface under these
conditions.

As mentioned earlier, the oxidation rate of the metals
is dependent on temperature. During sliding, as the
temperature is increased (externally imposed, frictional
heating or a combination of both), the oxidative wear
becomes more significant.35

In this case, an increase in load from 25 to 50 N
involved the generation of more frictional heating.
Under these conditions, some metallic debris was
oxidised and formed a mechanically mixed layer on
top of the worn surface of the pin (Fig. 3). The
compaction and sintering of this layer were really
poor so it was easily removed causing further wear by
three body abrasion.

Bigger transfer particles were generated as a conse-
quence of the increased load, some of which got
flattened and acted as load bearing areas (Fig. 6c). The
presence of such areas would be a possible explanation
of why, with a higher load, the wear rate did not increase
significantly.

The worn surface of the tool steel at 50 N did not
present big changes in terms of wear mechanism. More
grooves parallel to the sliding direction were observed
in comparison with the 25 N tests, resulting in a slight
increase of the wear rate (Fig. 6d).

Analysis of the boron steel pin at 75 N revealed a
heavily deformed worn surface. Wider grooves caused
by ploughing compared to the ones produced at 50 N
could also be noticed (Fig. 7a).

6 Images (SEM) of worn surfaces of a boron steel pin, b tool steel disc tested under 25 N, c boron steel pin and d tool

steel disc tested under 50 N
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In addition, another wear mechanism i.e., surface
fatigue was also observed. The generation of cracks as
the one seen in Fig. 7b can be attributed to the presence
of high tensile stresses during ploughing.

As a consequence of the increased load, big transfer
particles were produced. As expected, the number and size

of the grooves generated on the tool steel wear track
increased, thus increasing the specific wear rate of the disc.

At 100uC
As mentioned previously, even at room temperature the
oxidation of wear particles can take place. At a certain

7 Images (SEM) of boron steel pin under 75 N a worn surface and b cross-section showing parallel crack formation at

surface

8 Images (SEM) of worn surfaces of specimens tested at 100uC: boron steel pin under a 25 N and b 50 N; tool steel

under c 50 N and d 75 N
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temperature, these oxidised particles get agglomerated
and sintered on the worn surfaces, particularly in
grooves36 forming thick layers.

The establishment of such oxidised layers was observed
on the boron steel pin wear track at 25 N. Figure 8a
shows the presence of isolated areas (dark grey) in which
the oxidised wear debris generated was agglomerated and
compacted. These patches reduced metal-to-metal con-
tact and acted as load bearing areas thus reducing wear.
In addition, some of the loose oxidised wear debris that
was not compacted caused abrasive wear.

Even though the appearance of the micrograph in
Fig. 8b would suggest that the boron steel pin at 50 N
was subjected to more wear than the one to 25 N, this
was not true. The explanation for this behaviour is as
follows.

Both pins undergo adhesive wear as a consequence of
metal-to-metal contact during the initial stages of sliding
or when the protective oxide layers are broken down,
being more severe at 50 N. However, studies have
shown that at elevated temperature and in the presence
of high compressive pressures, the sintering of the
oxidised wear debris particles can occur at a higher
rate.37 Therefore, the sliding time necessary for the
development of the protective oxide layers decreases.
In other words, the pin exposed to 50 N underwent
adhesive wear during less time than the one under 25 N.

At a 75 N load, no remarkable difference neither in
wear mechanisms nor the specific wear rate was noticed
compared to the 50 N results.

In case of the tool steel disc at 25 N, ploughing
grooves caused by adhesive wear remained as the main
wear mechanism. The formation of oxide layers was
barely detected at the worn surface. Instead, the
presence of loosely compacted debris zones that were
easily removed explains the increased wear rate com-
pared to the 25uC tests.

At 50 N, adhesive wear was still present on the tool
steel wear track. On the one hand, the increased load
caused flattening of some build ups, acting as load
bearing areas (Fig. 8c). On the other hand, it enhanced
the sintering rate of the loose wear debris zones and thus
the formation of some isolated protective oxide zones.
As a result, the specific wear rate was reduced.

A further increase of load to 75 N led to the breaking
of some of the load bearing area as can be seen in
Fig. 8d. It has been observed that during sliding, these
layers undergo cyclic contact stresses that may lead to
the crack initiation along the interface between the metal
substrate and the particle layers.38

At 200uC
Under a load of 25 N, the wear track of the boron steel
pin was protected by a more continuous and smooth
oxide layer compared to that exposed to 100uC, resulting
in a decrease in the wear rate.

Figure 9a shows the cross section of the boron steel
pin subjected to 25 N. It can be observed that the
oxidised layer formed is supported by a strain hardened
layer generated as a result of the plastic deformation
and high shear stresses. Furthermore, microhardness

9 Images (SEM) of specimens tested at 200uC: boron steel pin a cross-section under 25 N and b worn surface under

75 N; tool steel disc worn surface under c 25 N and d 75 N
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measurements of the oxide layer revealed a hardness
of y560 HV (50 g)

At 200uC, the boron steel pin wear track under 50 N
revealed the formation of grooves owing to adhesive
wear and plastic deformation at the initial stages of
sliding, however the number of grooves observed
decreased compared to the 100uC test. This can be
attributed to the enhanced generation of wear debris
during the early stages of sliding owing to the increased
load, facilitating a more rapid formation of the wear
protective layers compared to the 25 N tests thus
protecting against adhesive wear.

At 75 N, the wear rate of the boron steel slightly
increased compared to the one at 50 N. One possible
explanation for this behaviour is that the breaking/
detachment rate of the oxide layers induced by the high
load is likely to be higher than the compaction/sintering
rate. Owing to this, both compacted oxidised layers and
loose wear debris could be seen on the worn surface
(Fig. 9b). Furthermore, the loose wear debris caused
abrasion by three body action.

Oxidised layers were rarely found at the worn surface
of the tool steel under 25 N. Instead, grooves were still
observed as a consequence of the adhesion presented
at the beginning of the sliding. In addition to this,
the presence of narrower grooves was also observed
(Fig. 9c). These grooves were generated as a result of
the interaction of the hard wear particles produced by
the breakdown of the oxidised layer, causing an increase
in wear.

As for the experiments carried out at 100uC, the
increase of load to 50 N produced the flattening of
the build ups, which acted as load bearing areas.
The presence of narrow grooves owing to third body
abrasive particles was also noticed.

The sintering of the oxidised wear debris increased
due to the higher load at 75 N. This allowed the
generation of isolated oxidised islands protecting the
material, thus reducing wear (Fig. 9d).

At 300uC
Under a load of 25 N, the boron steel did not show
remarkable differences neither on the mechanism con-
trolling wear nor the wear rate itself compared to the
tests at 200uC.

Increasing the load to 50 N resulted in a further
decrease of wear associated to the formation of a more
continuous layer (Fig. 10a).

Similar to the observations at 200uC, an increase of
load to 75 N facilitated the detachment rate of the oxide
layers, causing a slight increase of the wear rate
(Fig. 10b)

At 300uC, the presence of grooves caused by adhesive
wear on the tool steel worn surface decreased compared
to the ones seen at 200uC. As a consequence of the tem-
perature rise, the sintering of the wear debris increased.
Under loads of 25 and 50 N, small regions of protective
oxidised layers were developed on the disc wear track.
Additionally, the presence of loose oxidised debris
causing abrasion was also observed (Fig. 10c).

10 Images (SEM) of worn surfaces of specimens tested at 300uC: boron steel pin under a 50 N and b 75 N; tool steel

disc under c 25 N and d 75 N
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At 75 N, the combined effect of load and temperature
decreased the time required for the oxidation, compac-
tion and sintering of wear debris thus reducing adhesive
wear. Furthermore, the size and number of oxidised
layer patches also increased (Fig. 10d). This resulted is a
further decrease of the specific wear rate.

At 400uC
The presence of a smooth and continuous oxidised layer
covering most of the wear track of the boron steel pin at
25 and 50 N was observed (Fig. 11a).

Once again, an increase of load to 75 N increased
the rupture of the oxide layers, thus generating more
oxidised wear debris. This in turn acted as three body
abrasive particles increasing the wear rate (Fig. 11b).

An increase in the specific wear rate of the tool steel
disc was noticed under 25 N. The SEM examination
of the wear track revealed the presence of adhesive
and abrasive wear (Fig. 11c).

This was unexpected since the increase of temperature
to 400uC would suggest a faster sintering of the oxidised
wear debris during the initial stages of sliding, thus a
decrease in the adhesive wear. This behaviour could be
attributed to the thermal softening of the tool steel. In
order to ascertain this, hot hardness measurements of
the tool steel were carried out over the same temperature
range as for the pin-on-disc experiments. The results
show a drop in hardness from 440 HV10 to 389 HV10
at 25 and 400uC respectively (Fig. 12). It is well known
that in general, abrasion resistance is enhanced as the

hardness increases.39 The increase in wear at 400uC is
caused by the drop of hardness of the tool steel.

Interestingly, the wear rate decreased with further
increase in load to 50 and 75 N which would suggest a
contradiction to the hypothesis proposed before. One
possible explanation for this behaviour is that since
the tool steel disc was softer at 400uC compared to 25uC,
the increased applied load (50 and 75 N) caused deep
enough grooves to retain the debris particles in the early
stages of sliding, leading to the development of wear
protective layers (Fig. 11d).

This can also explain the preference of the oxidised
layers to develop on the boron steel surface rather
than the tool steel. The softer boron steel is able to
develop deeper grooves during the early stages of sliding

11 Images (SEM) of worn surfaces of specimens tested at 400uC: boron steel pin under a 25 N and b 75 N; tool steel

disc under a 25 N and b 75 N

12 Hot hardness results of tool steel
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even at relatively low temperatures. These grooves act
as obstacles facilitating the entrapment and retention
of the oxidised wear debris and thus the formation of
protective wear layers.

Friction and wear mechanisms map
The obtained friction data, based on the least square
method was used to develop a response surface model
in the form of a second order polynomial given in
equation (2) below

m P,Tð Þ~1:765{2:96X10{3T{0:39Pz

3:18|10{6T2z0:035P2z1:56|10{4TP (2)

where m, P, T represent friction coefficient, pressure and
temperature respectively. Figure 13 provides an over-
view of the tribological behaviour by presenting both
friction and observed mechanisms as a function of
temperature and contact pressure. The predominating
tribological mechanisms observed during certain condi-
tions are schematised by different colours. The bound-
aries between the wear mechanisms cannot be well
delimitated hence more experiments with intermediate
temperatures and loads are necessary to define them
with more accuracy. However, this map can be used as a
qualitative representation of the wear mechanisms.

Conclusion
In this work, the influence of load and temperature on
the wear and frictional behaviour during sliding of
boron steel against tool steel was investigated and the
salient conclusions are given below.

1. The frictional behaviour is both load and tem-
perature dependant. In general the friction coefficient
decreases as both temperature and load are increased as
a result of the formation of a protective layer.

2. At room temperature, regardless of the load, there
is no formation of wear protective layers on neither the
boron nor the tool steel surfaces.

3. At temperatures of 100uC and above, the devel-
opment of wear protective surface layers on the
boron steel pin was observed. Increasing the load from
25 to 50 N enhanced their formation. However a further

increase to 75 N resulted in breaking-up of some of
these layers and consequently increasing the wear rate.

4. The formation of stable wear protective layers on
the tool steel surface was noticed at temperatures above
200uC. The increase of load led to the formation of deep
enough grooves to retain the debris particles leading to
the development of more continuous wear protective
layers.

5. A friction and wear mechanisms map was devel-
oped for boron steel and tool steel.
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Abstract

More and more components in industries such as automotive, material processing and mining are
operating under harsh conditions involving high temperature and high contact pressure. Tribotesting for
such applications is done using both open (one surface meeting a fresh counterface) and closed (one
surface follows the same track on the counterbody) test configurations. In order to enable development
of new materials and processes intended for such conditions, there is a need for better understanding
pertaining to tribological phenomena occurring under these different test configurations.

In this work, friction and wear characteristics of quenched and tempered tool steel sliding against
22MnB5 boron steel have been studied. The experiments were conducted using a high temperature
friction and wear test setup under dry conditions at R.T. and 400°C in open as well as closed
configurations. The results have shown that wear was reduced at higher temperatures as well as with
repeated sliding on the same contacting surfaces (i.e., closed systems) compared to that in an open
tribo system.

Key words: high temperature; friction; wear; open tribosystem; closed tribo system.

1. Introduction

Current trends towards downsizing of machines and machine components, higher power densities of
machines and increased usage of lightweight materials are leading to new demands on moving machine
assemblies and mechanical components. From a tribological point of view, the tribological interfaces are
increasingly subjected to higher contact pressures, temperatures as well as interaction of new material
combinations. There are also an increasing number of high temperature tribological processes
encountered in several technological applications such as metalworking, aerospace and automotive
industries. With traditional solutions and approaches for friction and wear control, the high
temperatures results in components being exposed to harsh conditions which lead to higher surface
damage and wear. All these lead to huge economic losses arising due to increased maintenance, poor
functionality or total replacement.

The research in high temperature tribology has so far been very limited and the approaches to reliably
control as well as to predict friction and wear are insufficient. Lack of understanding and knowledge



pertaining to high temperature tribological processes in manufacturing industries, especially in hot
metal forming, are hindering further progress in terms of increased productivity as well as future
process and product development. Focussed efforts in this direction will help to bridge the existing
knowledge gaps and support the manufacturing industry to address these challenges.

Triblogical evaluation of new materials and components through field tests is, for most applications, not
economically viable since these are expensive and time consuming. On the other hand, the friciton and
wear results obtained from simplified model tests instead of field tests may not be reliable [1]. Test
methods to simulate actual processes in a closer way without compromising the reliability of the results
need to be developed. Different laboratory test configurations are employed for the high temperature
tribological evaluation of materials,e.g. in hot metal forming operations. These range from the simple
pin/ball on flat geometries with unidirectional or reciprocating motion to the more complex test rigs
which are developed to study a specific wear mechanism [1,2]

In order to simulate the tribological charateristics of a real system, the type of contact needs to be taken
into account.Tribological systems can be classified into two different categories; open and closed. In
closed tribo systems, both of the surfaces are always in contact throughout the duration of the test and
are therefore continuously engaged in the tribological process. Open tribo systems are on the other
hand characterised by having one of both surfaces in contact continuously replaced [3].

The type of tribotest system can thus influence the interactions occurring between the surfaces in the
wear process. For example, closed tribo systems generally involve the entrapment and recirculation of
wear debris in the contact zone which is known to affect the wear behaviour [4 7]. Furthermore in
closed tribo systems, higher surface temperature and more plastic deformation are preferentially
occurring in the specimen with a high * (described as the ratio of the contact area of wear track on a
specimen) in other words, the specimen that is in permanent contact with the counterbody (the pin in
case of the POD). Work hardening due to the continuous plastic deformation leads to an increased
hardness of the deformed surface(s) and thus a potential change in wear rate. On the other hand, higher
surface temperature may lead to thermal softening [8]. These phenomena occurs to a smaller extent or
do not occur at all in open tribo systems, where fresh unworn surface(s) are continuously fed into the
contact.

In order to compare the different tribotest systems it is important to evaluate and compare different
test methods using similar parameters and materials. Karlsson et al. [9] studied the galling resistance of
two different cold work tool steels when sliding against a ferritic stainless steel. In this study, two
different test equipments were used; a closed type pin on disc (POD) and a slider on flat surface (SOFS)
open tribometer. In the SOFS, a disc shaped tool steel specimen was slid against a stainless steel sheet.
At the end of each stroke the disc was moved to a new starting point, ensuring new fresh sheet surface.
Both tests were conducted using similar contact pressures, sliding speed and lubricant. The results
showed similar friction behaviour in both experiments, i.e. a steady state zone followed by an increase
to a high friction coefficient level due to severe adhesive wear. However this transition took place faster
and with lower loads in POD configuration compared to that in SOFS. They attributed this behaviour to



insufficient lubrication within the contact zone of the POD. The same galling resistance trend was
observed using both mthods, i.e. increased galling resistance with higher hardness.

Hanson et al. [10] evaluated the friction and wear behaviour of three different tool steels against alloyed
steel by means of two test methods. They used two different open type tribometers; the SOFS and a
load scanner (LS). In the latter, the sliding occurs in such way that during testing, each contact point on
both specimens only makes contact to one specific contact on the other specimen and vice versa, i.e.
two surfaces are constantly renewed. The test parameters in that study were also chosen to be as
similar as possible between the two tests. Higher friction coefficients were observed in the case of the
SOFS compared with LS and these were attributed to the wear and material transfer. They observed
that, due to the continuous contact of the disc in the SOFS, this specimen is exposed to severe
conditions for thermal softening, deformation and wear compared with the two rods in the load scanner
test. They concluded that the SOFS has a better potential to evaluate wear resistance.

A POD configuration, a modified cylinder on cylinder test and a load scanning system were compared in
order to evaluate the galling resistance of different tool steels by Podgornik et al. [11].In that study, the
parameters used in each tribometer varied, so the direct comparison of the results was not valid.
Instead, the results obtained by the tribometers were highlighted. Finally benefits and limitations for
evaluation of galling for each tribometer were mentioned. They concluded that even though the POD
and cylinder on cylinder were simple testing methods, they are limited to a single wear track, and thus
very restrictive in galling evaluation. On the other hand, the load scanner method was considered useful
for evaluating galling resistance.

As shown by this brief literature survey, some comparative studies using different tribometers have
been conducted; however the influence of temperature has not been taken into account in these open
and closed tribotest systems.

The objective of this work is to study the tribological behaviour of prehardened tool steel during sliding
against boron steel at different temperatures in an open unidirectional linear sliding tribo system.
Additionally, the results obtained from the closed type experiments have been compared to previously
results found with the same materials and parameters using a POD test rig [12]. The similarities and
differences between the two test methods have also been discussed.

2. Experimental work

2.1. Test Materials and specimens

In this study, prehardened (quenched and tempered) tool steel and boron steel (22MnB5) were used.
The initial microstructures of these materials consist of tempered martensite in the case of tool steel
and ferritic pearlitic microstructure for boron steel (Figure 1).
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the first case, an open configuration was used i.e. a couple of tool steel pins was slid against a total of 10
new workpiece strips (corresponding to 5m sliding distance) so as to obtain measurable wear on the
tool pins.

In order to simulate the tribological conditions present in a closed system tribometer such as the pin on
disc machine, a second type of experiments were performed. In these, a total of 20 strokes on the same
strip were carried out (corresponding to 10 m sliding distance). Furthermore, for the tests at elevated
temperature, the boron steel strip was exposed to an initial heating to 400°C for 20 minutes before the
first stroke was carried out. Each set of experiments was repeated at least twice.

The tests using different strips will be referred to as open tests and the ones in where one strip was used
will be named closed tests.

Each tool steel specimen was weighed before and after testing using a Metler Toledo AX205 analytical
balance, from which the weight change was calculated.

A stationary oxidation test was also carried out at 400°C in order to account for the weight gain resulting
from oxidation. In this type of test, the pin and the strip were exposed to the desired temperature for
the same duration as the tribological tests without any relative motion. The oxidation was then
quantified by weighing the samples after the test. Finally, this value was subtracted from the wear
results. The specific wear rates of the specimens were calculated using equation (1)

SWR=V/FNS (1)

where V is the volume worn away from the sample in mm3, FN is the normal load given in N and S is the
sliding distance in m.

The microstructure, wear mechanisms, near surface transformed layers as well as the chemical
composition of the layers formed after the experiments were studied using a Zeiss Merlin FEG SEM/EDS.
The specimens used for microstructural characterization were ground with SiC abrasive papers and
subsequently polished using a colloidal silica suspension with a particle size of 45 nm. Etching was done
with 2% Nital solution.

XRD analysis was carried out by means of a Siemens PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer, using
monochromatic CuK radiation with 45kV and 40mA. The step size and time per step were 0.013°and 15
seconds respectively. Post wear XRD analysis was conducted directly on the worn surface of the pins
exposed to 400°C in order to characterise the nature of oxides.

The initial surface roughness values were obtained by using a Zygo NewView 7300 3D optical
profilometer. Vickers hardness measurements were carried out by means of a Matsuzawa MXT CX
micro hardness tester; a load of 500g was applied for 15 seconds to measure the initial hardness of the
two materials used in this work. Additionally, hardness measurements with a load of 50 g were carried
out on cross sectioned samples in order to characterise near surface transformed layers.
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When a transfer particle is released, a sudden movement of the moving surface (in this case the pins)
can be expected. Sasada et al. [16] investigated the influence of the formation of adhered fragments
between different materials using a pin on disc like apparatus. They recorded the variation of the gap
between the sliding surfaces and observed that the pins tended to be intermittently lifted up every 0.5
meters of sliding.

Even though no measurement of contact between the pins and the strip was recorded in this work, it is
believed that intermittent lifting of the pins occurred during sliding. This could be confirmed by the
presence of regions within the wear track of the strips which did not suffer any damage as can be seen
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. SEM a) micrograph of a worn boron steel strip surface showing the presence of unworn areas
within the wear track and b) magnification of an unworn region. The arrow indicates the sliding

direction

Figure 4(b) shows the friction coefficient curves corresponding to the tenth stroke for both open and
closed tests at room temperature. The friction behaviour in case of the open test shows a similar
behaviour as the one shown for the first stroke but a longer sliding distance before reaching a steady
state value of ~ 0.6 was observed during the first stroke. A possible reason for this could be running in
wear of the tool steel pin surface and the existence of wear debris particles on the pin surface coming
from the previous passes. These particles may be trapped and roll, maintaining the friction coefficient at
a relatively low value of 0.5.

On the other hand, the close tests at room temperature, showed a friction coefficient curve starting
with a sudden rise to 0.8, followed by a gradual increase to ~ 1 and then a sudden decrease to a steady
state value around 0.7 for the remainder of the test. After the first stroke, the native oxide layer present
in the boron steel strip was removed; therefore metal to metal contact occurred immediately for the
subsequent strokes. This would give rise to increased adhesion leading to a higher friction level.

a) b)
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Figure 12. SEM cross section micrographs of specimens used for closed experiments at room
temperature a) work hardened layer near the surface of the boron steel strip b) heavily deformed

surface of a tool steel pin. The arrow indicates the sliding direction

As mentioned before, the formation of oxide layers at 400 °C reduced the metal to metal contact and
thus adhesive wear. However these mechanisms were still present, especially on the strip specimens as
seen in Figure 13(a). Three body abrasive wear and the continuous formation and breaking or
detachment of oxide layers were also seen (Figure 13(b)).

Figure 13. SEM micrographs of worn surfaces from closed tests at 400° C a) presence of a plastically
deformed area and an oxide layer on a boron steel strip b) breaking of an oxide layer on a tool steel pin

specimen. The arrow indicates the sliding direction

The negative wear obtained for the pins used in the open tests at both temperatures and the closed
experiments at 400°C were attributed to the adhesive transfer of built up particles on the tool steel pin
surfaces originating from the boron steel strip. In order to corroborate this, EDS analysis on different
particles were carried out (Figure 14).

a)
Work hardened

layer

b)

Oxide
layer

a)
Plastically

deformed area

b)



Figure 14 SEM micrograph of a worn tool steel pin surface used for closed test at room temperature.
Numbers indicate locations for EDS analysis and arrow indicates sliding direction.

The results showed that these particles have a chemical composition close to that of the boron steel
specimens (see Table 2).

Table 2. Results from the EDS analysis on different transferred particles on the surface of a pin tested at
room temperature.

EDS
Chemical composition (wt%)

Si Mn Cr

1 0.33 0.62 0.14

2 0.17 1.13 0.17

3.3. Comparison between two different closed tribo systems

The tribological behaviour of the same tribo pair used in this work was previously studied by the authors
[12]. In that study, cylindrical pins made out of boron steel were slid against a rotating disc made of tool
steel in a closed type pin on disc tribometer (POD). For elevated temperature tests the tool steel disc
was exposed to an initial heating sequence while rotating to ensure uniform heating. The boron steel pin
was kept separated from the disc during the heating sequence. Once the desired temperature was
reached, the pin was brought into contact with the disc, the load was applied and the test was started.
The different test parameters used in that work are listed in Table 3. The detailed results are given in
[12] and only the salient results from the experiments carried out at 6MPa contact pressure at room
temperature and 400°C were compared with the closed experiments using the high temperature
tribometer (HTT). The total sliding distance was the main difference between the two sets of
experiments. In case of the POD, the sliding distance was ~180 m compared to 10 m in the HTT.
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At 400°C, stable friction behaviour has been seen, mainly due to the formation of oxide layers in
open as well as closed test configurations. A higher amount of Fe3O4 in the layers resulted in a
lower friction coefficient for the closed tests compared to the open one.
Work hardening of the boron steel strip occurs in case of the closed tests. Due to the continuous
replacement of the strips but this does not take place in open tests.
The comparative results from the POD and HTT (in closed contact configurations) show a good
correlation in terms of wear mechanisms and frictional behaviour at 400°C
Oxide layers are thicker and more uniformly distributed on the specimen surface used in the
POD experiments as compared to that in closed HTT.
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a b s t r a c t

In many industrial applications the occurrence of abrasive wear results in failure and replacement of
components. Examples of these applications are found in mining, mineral handling, agriculture, forestry,
process and metalworking industry. Some of these applications also involve operation of relatively
moving surfaces at elevated temperatures which increases the severity of wear. A typical example of high
temperature wear phenomena is that of tool steels during interaction with boron steel in hot forming.
Some studies have been carried out regarding the high temperature tribological behaviour of these
materials but results pertaining to their high temperature three body abrasive behaviour have not been
published in the open literature. In this work, the high-temperature three body abrasive wear behaviour
of boron steel and two different prehardened tool steels (Toolox33 and Toolox44) was investigated using a
high temperature continuous abrasion machine (HT-CAT) at different temperatures ranging from 20 °C to
800 °C using a load of 45 N and a sliding speed of 1 ms�1. The wear results were correlated to the hot
hardness of the different materials measured by means of a hot hardness tester (HHT) at a load of 10 kgf.
Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) techniques were used to
characterise the worn surfaces. The hot hardness measurements of the three different materials showed
a slight but continuous decrease of hardness from room temperature to 600 °C. At temperatures above
600 °C the hardness showed a sharp decrease. The wear rate of Toolox44 was constant from 20 °C to
400 °C. On the other hand, Toolox33 and boron steel, showed a reduced wear rate from 20 °C to 400 °C
attributed to an increased toughness and the formation of wear-protective tribolayers respectively. At
higher temperatures (from 400 °C to 800 °C), the wear rate for these materials increased mainly due to a
decrease in hardness and the occurrence of recrystallization processes.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Abrasive wear constitutes about 50% of the total wear occurring
in industrial applications [1]. Examples of these include mining
and mineral handling, agriculture, forestry and process industry.
The harsh conditions that are found in these applications can be
further exacerbated at elevated temperatures which may lead to
an increase in severity and higher wear rates.

Despite its significance in abrasive wear situations, the effect of
temperature on three body abrasive wear has not received adequate
attention. Some studies have been reported in the open literature
where, e.g., the influence of temperature in a three body abrasive
environment of copper and aluminium over a temperature range
from ambient to 400 °C was studied by Soemantri et al. [2]. An
increase in temperature showed a decrease in the wear rate of

aluminium and an increase in the case of copper. They attributed this
behaviour to the occurrence of an oxide scale that was easily
removed in the case of copper and to the embedding of abrasive
particles in the specimen surface in the case of aluminium. Fischer
[3] investigated the wear mechanisms on different metallic materials
at temperatures between 25 and 750 °C. It was observed that for
temperatures up to 650 °C the wear rates decreased with increasing
temperature due to the formation of thick surface tribolayers as a
result of the mechanical interactions between the abrasive particles
and the surface of the tested materials. Above this temperature, the
grooves caused by abrasive particles were deeper than the thickness
of these layers resulting in increased wear rates. Wu et al. [4] focused
on the interaction of oxidation and abrasion on the wear of materials
in a high temperature three body abrasive wear environment. They
managed to distinguish between the respective effects of abrasion
and oxidation on the volume loss of the specimens. Venkatesan et al.
[5] studied the high temperature three body abrasive behaviour of
medium carbon low-alloyed steel with different surface treatments.
They found that for relatively low temperatures (room temperature
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to 300 °C) the wear resistance depended on the strength and duc-
tility of the modified surface. At 600 °C, however, oxidation resis-
tance and hot hardness had a greater effect on the measured wear
rate. The effect of tribolayers on the wear behaviour in three body
abrasion has been studied by several authors. During the interaction
of sliding surfaces, the structure, mechanical properties, chemical
composition and tribological behaviour of the surface layer become
different from those of the bulk materials. Depending on the sliding
conditions, these layers can be formed by agglomerated debris par-
ticles coming from one or both materials in contact. The newly
formed layers are generally known as tribolayers [6].

Varga et al. [7] studied the wear reducing effects of the for-
mation of different tribolayers under abrasive wear conditions at
elevated temperatures. They concluded that the formation of tri-
bolayers at high temperatures, their thickness and appearance
depended on the microstructure and more importantly on the
dispersion, size and structure of the hard phases of the materials
investigated. Similarly, other authors have found the presence of
tribolayers to be beneficial in terms of wear resistance, especially
at elevated temperatures [8–12].

Boron steel has been used in harsh abrasive environments for a
long time. Boron steels are also used at elevated temperatures in
applications where a high abrasive wear resistance is required
such as mining and materials processing. It is also employed as a
workpiece material in hot stamping of structural and safety
components for the automotive industry. Prehardened tool steels
such as Toolox44 and Toolox33 are often chosen for applications
such as plastic moulds or forming tools. In hot stamping process,
tool steel and boron steel interact at elevated temperatures and
recent studies carried out by Pelcastre et al. [13] and Boher et al.
[14] have pointed out abrasive wear as one of the main wear
mechanisms present in this process.

Although some studies have been carried out regarding the
high temperature tribological behaviour of these materials, yet the
studies pertaining to their high temperature three body abrasive
wear behaviour have not been reported in the literature. In view of
this, the objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of
temperature on the three body abrasive wear behaviour of pre-
hardened tool steels and boron steel.

2. Experimental work

2.1. Test materials and specimens

In this work, commercially available low-alloyed tool steels,
Toolox44 and Toolox33, and 22MnB5 boron steel were studied. The
nominal composition and average room temperature hardness of
the materials are given in Table 1. The influence of temperature on
the impact toughness of the tool steels is presented in Table 2.

High temperature hardness was measured on rectangular
specimens (22�50�6 mm3). The surface of the samples was fine-
polished with 0.25 μm silica particles up to a final roughness value
(Ra) of 40 nm. For the high temperature continuous abrasion test,
the sample dimensions were 25�65�7 mm3. In this case, the

surfaces were ground with #120 grit SiC paper to a final roughness
value (Ra) of 0.3 μm.

2.2. Test equipment and procedure

The hot hardness of test specimens was measured by using a
specially developed Hot Hardness Tester (HHT) which is an
extension of the Vickers HV10 test method (Fig. 1(a)). A load of
10 kgf is applied during 15 s in order to measure the bulk hard-
ness. The tests are performed under low vacuum conditions
(5 mbar) to minimize oxidation of the sample and diamond
indenter. The heating is performed by means of a short wave
(infrared) halogen emitter located below the test sample. The
heating element is computer controlled using a type K thermo-
couple as feedback with an accuracy of 75 °C. Before indenting
the test specimen surface, the temperature is raised to the desired
value and stabilised in order to minimize the measurement error.
A pneumatic actuator relocates the sample under the indenter
between each indentation. Five indentations were made at each
temperature in order to have statistically representative results.
The total test duration was 30 min.

The diagonals of the indentation marks were measured by
means of optical microscopy after allowing the sample to cool
down (ex-situ) and the Vickers hardness was calculated. The
influence of thermal expansion at the selected testing tempera-
tures is lower than 3% [7]. Hence, it is in the range of the test
accuracy of the Vickers standard method and its effect is negli-
gible. In the present work, the hot hardness was measured from
room temperature (RT) up to 800 °C in increments of 100 °C.

The tribological tests were carried out by means of a High
Temperature Continuous Abrasion Tester (HT-CAT) (Fig. 1(b)) [16].
The test rig is similar to the dry-sand wheel test described in the
ASTM-G65 standard [17]. The test parameters were chosen to
produce a well-defined wear track and measurable weight loss.
Each specimen was cleaned in an ultra-sonic cleaner, thereafter
rinsed with ethanol and finally dried in air before and after each
test. The samples were heated through induction to the desired
temperature and then loaded with 45 N against a rotating steel
wheel with an abrasive flow in between, which resulted in high
stress three body abrasion. The temperature was controlled by a
type K thermocouple placed in a drilled hole near the surface of
the test specimen. The steel wheel was made out of Hardox 500
(nominal hardness of �530 HV) with a diameter of 232 mm.

The abrasive material employed was standard AFS 50-70
Ottawa silica sand with a nominal hardness of �750 HV and a
grain size of 212–300 μm (Fig. 2). A particle flow rate of 180 g/min

Table 1
Chemical composition and hardness values of the experimental materials, Fe makes up the balance.

Material Chemical composition (wt%) HV10 kg

C Si Mn P S Cr B Mo V Ni

Boron steel 0.2–0.25 0.2–0.35 1–1.3 Max 0.03 Max 0.01 0.14–0.26 0.005 – – – 190
Toolox44 0.31 0.6–1.1 0.9 Max 0.010 Max 0.004 1.35 – 0.8 0.14 0.7 440
Toolox33 0.22–0.24 0.6–1.1 0.8 Max 0.010 Max 0.004 1–1.2 – 0.3 0.1 Max 1 309

Table 2
Influence of temperature on impact toughness of Toolox44 and Toolox33 [15].

Material Impact toughness [J]

20 °C 200 °C 300 °C 400 °C

Toolox44 30 60 80 80
Toolox33 100 170 180 180
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was used. Testing velocity and sliding distance were set to 1 m/s
and 600 m, respectively. Each test was repeated three times.

During the abrasion tests, the effective power consumption was
measured by means of a high-resolution power module installed
in the test rig. With this data, the friction power PF [W] was
obtained by subtracting the idle power from the effective power
signal. The friction energy EF [J] was then calculated using the
friction power and the testing time tt as follows:

E P t 1F F t= ( )

The specific wear energy Ew [J/mm3] was finally obtained from
the ratio of the friction energy to the volumetric loss VW of the
worn test specimens

E E V/ 2w F W= ( )

The influence of static oxidation on the wear rates obtained
from elevated temperature experiments was accounted for by
conducting a series of tests in which the specimens were heated
up to the desired temperature for the same duration (10 min) as
the abrasion tests but without any relative movement. The
objective of these tests was to quantify the weight gain due to
oxidation that occurs and to compensate the mass loss data using
these values. The oxidation was quantified by weighing the sam-
ples before and after the static oxidation tests and the measured

value was subtracted from the mass loss values. The weight gain of
the materials due to oxidation is given in Table 3.

The mass loss was measured gravimetrically and volume loss
was calculated using the density of the materials. Finally, the
specific wear rate (SWR) of the specimens was calculated using

V F SSWR / 3N= ( )

where V is the volume worn away in mm3, FN is the normal load in
N and S is the sliding distance in m. The presence of embedded
abrasive particles on the surface of the samples was also taken into
account for the mass loss calculations. The mass of the embedded
particles (mEP) [7] was estimated using the following equation:

m A h c 4EP WT A Lρ= ( )

AWT is the wear track area. The density of the abrasive particles
(SiO2) ρA was taken as 2650 kg/m3. The thickness of the layers (hL)
was considered as the average of 5 measurements at different
positions throughout the cross section of the wear track. The
quantitative analysis of the surface covered by abrasive particles
(c) was obtained using a Nikon Eclipse MA 200 optical microscope.
A series of 3 images for each testing parameter were randomly
taken from the worn surfaces of the specimens in a way that the
silica particles were easily distinguished from the metallic surface
(see Fig. 3(a)). The software NIS Elements was used to post-process
the obtained images. For each image, the observed phases were
manually determined to be silica particles or metallic material.
Colours were assigned to the phases i.e. blue to the silica particles
and grey to the metallic material (Fig. 3(b)). The pixels of each
phase were classified and counted. Finally the fraction area cov-
ered by each phase was calculated.

Fig. 1. High temperature test equipment (a) hot hardness test rig and (b) continuous abrasion test.

Fig. 2. Stereoscope image of the silica sand used in this work.

Table 3
Weight gain due to oxidation at different temperatures for the experimental
materials.

Weight gain due to oxidation (g) after 10 min

Material 500 °C 600 °C 700 °C 800 °C

Boron steel 0.001 0.006 0.014 0.055
Toolox33 – 0.002 0.006 0.036
Toolox44 – 0.001 0.008 0.025
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Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectro-
scopy (JEOL JSM 6460 SEM/EDS) techniques were used to analyse
the worn surfaces after testing. To avoid electron charging of the
samples due to the presence of silica particles (non-conductive
constituents), the samples were sputtered with gold. The surface
roughness values of the specimens were determined by means of a
Wyko 1100NT 3D optical surface profiler.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure

Fig. 4 shows the microstructure of the investigated materials.
Both tool steels presented a microstructure consisting of tempered
martensite (Fig. 4(a)). As shown in Table 1, Toolox44 has a higher
content of alloying elements compared to Toolox33. It is well
known that in sufficient concentration, substitutional elements
like Cr, Mo, and V tend to form fine alloy carbides during the
tempering of steels [18,19]. The formation of these carbides occurs
generally in the range of 500 °C to 600 °C and is accompanied by
an increase in hardness even to higher levels compared to the ones
obtained with the as-quenched martensite. This phenomenon is
known as secondary hardening [19]. Toolox33 does not show a
secondary hardening peak during the heat treatment due to its
relatively low concentration of alloying elements. This results in a
lower hardness but a higher impact toughness of Toolox33 when
compared to Toolox44 as presented in Table 2 [15]. The boron steel
showed a ferritic–pearlitic microstructure (Fig. 4(b)). In this type of
microstructure, pearlite is known to provide a substantial con-
tribution to strength.

3.2. Hot hardness

Fig. 5 shows the hardness of the three investigated materials as
a function of temperature. As expected, the hardness decreased as
temperature increased. Both tool steels presented a similar beha-
viour with a gradual and almost linear decrease in hardness from
20 °C to 600 °C. At this temperature, both tool steels had lost only
20% of their initial hardness which was expected since these
materials are tempered at 590 °C. This behaviour can be attributed
to the presence of fine carbides in their microstructures, which
strengthen the matrix by acting as obstacles to dislocation motion
[19]. At higher temperatures, a drastic reduction in hardness of
both tool steels was observed. This could be caused by the coar-
sening of carbides above the tempering temperature together with
the phase transformation from martensite into austenite at 745 °C
(Ac1). This transformation temperature was obtained using a
model developed by Trzaska and Dobrzanski [20].

In the case of boron steel, the hardness gradually decreases
from room temperature (190 HV) to 500 °C (�155 HV) that may
be associated with a reduction in dislocation density. Above this
temperature, a more pronounced decrease in hardness was
observed until a final value of �32 HV at 800 °C was reached. This
could be attributed to the phase transformation of the pearlite into
austenite occurring at approximately 734 °C for this steel. Even
though complete transformation can take several hours, it has
been reported that as little as three minutes may be sufficient for a
steel at 720 °C for the formation of austenite nuclei at the ferrite–
pearlite interfaces [21].

3.3. Abrasive wear behaviour

The influence of temperature on the wear behaviour of the
three different materials is given in Fig. 6. In case of Toolox44 the

Fig. 3. OM images of the worn surface of a specimen after the abrasive test. (a) Before and (b) after the image analysis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Microstructures of the investigated materials (a) Toolox44 and (b) boron steel.
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wear rate showed no change from room temperature to 200 °C
followed by a small and linear increase up to 600 °C. Finally, a large
increase in the wear rate was observed above this temperature.

Toolox33 showed a marginal decrease in the wear rate with an
increase in temperature from 20 °C to 200 °C followed by a gradual
increase up to 600 °C. Once again, a significant increase at the
highest temperatures was observed. The high standard deviation
obtained in the experiments carried out at 800 °C makes it difficult
to identify a clear trend.

Regarding the boron steel, an increase in temperature to 200 °C
resulted in a more pronounced decrease in the wear rate com-
pared to that in Toolox33. From this point onwards, a linear
increase in the temperature range of 300–500 °C was observed,
followed by a rapid increase in wear up to 800 °C.

Fig. 7 shows the percentage of area covered by embedded silica
particles on the worn surfaces as a function of temperature.
Regardless of the material, more particles were embedded into the
surface as the temperature increased. This was especially pro-
nounced above 500 °C. The estimation of the influence of the
particles on the weight loss was determined using Eq. (4). These
calculations were only carried out for the combination of material
and temperature that showed a higher percentage of surface
covered by silica particles, i.e. the boron steel for the test carried
out at 700 °C (see Fig. 7). The amount of embedded particles cor-
responded to a weight of 2.5 mg which represents less than 1% of
the measured weight loss of 329 mg at these conditions and can
thus be neglected.

The use of specific wear energy as a parameter to describe the
behaviour of materials under three body abrasive wear was first
introduced by Katsich et al. [22]. The specific wear energy can be
defined as the energy necessary to remove one mm3 of a certain
material and was calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2). As can be seen
from Fig. 8, all materials showed an increase in specific wear
energy as the temperature was raised from 20 to 100 °C. This was
more pronounced in the case of Toolox33. The specific wear energy
values did not change much from 20 to 600 °C in case of Toolox44

and 100 to 400 °C for Toolox33 and boron steel. Finally, increasing
the temperature above those values resulted in a reduction of the
specific wear energy. The phenomena associated with the changes
in wear rate and wear energy for each material are discussed in
the following section.

3.3.1. Toolox44

Scanning electron micrographs of the worn surface of Toolox44

tested at 20 °C are shown in Fig. 9. At this temperature, the two main
wear mechanisms present were microploughing and microfatigue.
The presence of shallow indentations and grooves made by silica
particles rolling and sliding between the sample and the steel wheel
were clearly observed in Fig. 9(a) and (b) respectively. The con-
tinuous interaction of these particles with the test specimen surface
led to the removal of already plastically deformed material. This was
in agreement with the findings reported by Bergman et al. [23] and
Sundström et al. [24]. In these studies, the worn surfaces showed
signs of surface fatigue as a result of severe plastic deformation
caused by repeated impacts of the abrasive particles.

Some particles were embedded into the surface of the specimen
although the depth of penetration was relatively small due to the
high hardness of this material at room temperature (see Fig. 9(c)).

Similar wear scars as the one obtained at room temperature
could be observed for the specimens tested from 100 to 400 °C. As
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the temperature of the test was increased, the presence of more
grooves caused by microploughing was observed.

In tests subjected to three body abrasive wear, the dominance
of a certain wear mechanism over others (and thus a potential
change in wear rate) depends on the way in which the abrading
particles move through the contact zone. This motion can in turn
be influenced by the hardness of the sample being tested. As
pointed out by Fischer [3], a decrease in hardness of the tested
material generally entails a shift on the behaviour of the abrasive
particles from rolling (relative movement normal to the surface) to
scratching (relative movement tangential to the surface).

At 500 and 600 °C, microploughing/microcutting were the dom-
inating wear mechanisms. As Toolox44 became softer, the penetra-
tion depth and quantity of embedded silica particles increased
(Fig. 10(a)). Some of these particles were fractured as a result of the
shearing forces at the outermost surface. The fractured particles
were sharp and therefore prone to cause further cutting, thus con-
tributing to an increase in the wear rate (Fig. 10(b)).

These observations were in agreement with the results obtained
by Hosseini et al. [25] and Shipway et al. [26] where fracture of the
abrasive particles led to an increase in the wear rate.

At temperatures above 600 °C, the oxidation of the samples
became more important. A tribolayer was developed at the surface
of the test specimens (Fig. 11). EDS analysis showed that this layer
consisted of iron oxide and small fractured silica particles. As
mentioned before, many authors [8–12] have found that the pre-
sence of tribolayers improved the wear resistance of the tested
materials. However, in this case no reduction in wear rate was
found at either 700 or 800 °C. This could be attributed to the
negligible thickness of this layer compared to the thickness of the
plastically deformed layer caused by abrasive particles.

3.3.2. Toolox33

The SEM micrograph of the worn surface of Toolox33 tested at
20 °C is shown in Fig. 12(a). At this temperature, the presence of
short and deep longitudinal grooves caused by microploughing

Embedded particle

GrooveIndentations

Fig. 9. SEM micrographs of Toolox44 after tested at 20 °C. Highlights show the presence of (a) shallow indentations, (b) a longitudinal groove and (c) an embedded particle in
a cross-sectional view.

Fig. 10. SEM micrographs of Toolox44 tested at 600 °C (a) cross-section and (b) worn surface.
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resulted in a relatively higher wear rate compared to that in
Toolox44.

In case of the experiments carried out at 100 to 400 °C, a
decrease in the wear rate was observed. At 400 °C, both tool steels
showed the same wear rate even though Toolox44 was 1.5 times
harder compared to Toolox33 at that temperature. This behaviour
could be attributed to the higher impact toughness of Toolox33

compared to Toolox44 at that temperature (see Table 2).
Toughness is the ability of the material to absorb energy before

fracture. While a high hardness increases the resistance to plastic
deformation, a high fracture toughness value increases the resistance
to fracture. Therefore, higher hardness means less penetration and
potentially less material removal. However, if two materials have the
same hardness, the material with the highest impact toughness
should provide higher resistance to three-body abrasive wear since it
will require more energy to remove material from its surface.

This was further confirmed by the specific wear energy results
(Fig. 8). At those temperatures, the specific wear energy of

Toolox33 was higher compared to that of Toolox44. This means that
in order to remove an equivalent volume of Toolox33, approxi-
mately 12% more energy is needed compared to Toolox44 within
that range of temperatures. As in the case of Toolox44, micro-
ploughing and microcutting were the dominant wear mechanisms
observed for Toolox33 at temperatures above 500 °C (Fig. 12(b)).

Similarly to Toolox44, at 700 and 800 °C, a tribolayer was formed
by a mixture of fractured silica particles and oxidized material was
observed at the outermost surface of the Toolox33 samples. At these
temperatures, the martensitic microstructure of Toolox33 was
recrystallized which reduced its strength. Fig. 12(c) shows the pre-
sence of more equiaxed grains with spheroidal carbides in the
boundaries and within the grains near the surface of the sample.

3.3.3. Boron steel
The boron steel, being the softest of the materials tested in this

study, showed the highest wear rates at all temperatures. Fig. 13
(a) shows a heavily deformed surface with the presence of
microploughing and microcutting as the main wear mechanisms
after being tested at 20 °C. Similarly to Toolox33, a reduction in the
wear rate as well as an increase in wear energy was observed as
the temperature was increased from 20 to 100 °C. A possible
explanation for this behaviour is the development of a tribolayer
consisting of silica particles embedded in the plastically deformed
surface (Fig. 13(b)). This behaviour has also been reported by
Petrica et al. [27] where an increase in wear energy was obtained
in the case of hardfaced coated materials.

Even though the hardness of the boron steel is around 1.7 times
lower than that of Toolox33 within the temperature range from
100 to 300 °C, the wear rates of both materials are quite similar at
these temperatures.

A possible explanation for this behaviour is the work hard-
enability of the boron steel. It is shown in Fig. 13(b) that the worn
surface of the boron steel was plastically deformed during the
wear process, resulting in a strain hardened layer. The presence of
a layer with silica particles and oxidised wear debris on top of the

Fig. 11. SEM micrograph of Toolox44 tested at 800 °C showing the presence of a
tribolayer on the top surface.

Recrystallized grains

Fractured silica particle

Fig. 12. SEM micrographs of Toolox33 after testing at (a) 20 °C, (b) 600 °C and (c) 800 °C.
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hardened layer further protected the bulk material and thus
decreased the wear rate.

A series of micro-hardness measurements were carried out
within the plastically deformed layer of a boron steel sample tested
at 100 °C, resulting in a mean value of 237 HV(20 g) i.e. an increment
of 31% with respect to the hardness at that temperature. In a work
carried out by Sundström et al. [24] it was shown that non-mar-
tensitic steels work-harden to a higher extent than the martensitic
steels during impact/abrasion wear tests. They concluded that the
worn surface hardness is a more important parameter than the
hardness of the surface prior to wear.

At higher temperatures (from 400 to 800 °C), an increase in wear
rate mainly due to large fragmented particles causing microcutting
was observed (Fig. 14(a)). In this range of temperatures, the work
hardening phenomenon is cancelled out and outweighed by the
temperature induced recovery process [19]. Fig. 14(b) shows the
presence of recrystallized ferrite grains at the surface of the sample
exposed to 600 °C. During deformation, the dislocations generated
increase the free energy and the number of possible sites for new
grains to nucleate, accelerating the diffusional-phase transformations
[28]. This is a well-known phenomenon called dynamic recrystalli-
zation [19].

The occurrence of recrystallization in steels has proved to be
detrimental in terms of wear resistance. In a work carried out by
Berns et al. [29], the materials containing precipitates or carbides
within the microstructure showed the best wear resistance at ele-
vated temperatures. They attributed this behaviour to the effective-
ness of precipitates or carbides to prevent or significantly delay the
movement of dislocations, which is necessary for recrystallization to
occur. In agreement with this, during this study both tool steels
showed lower wear rates compared to the boron steel, especially

above 600 °C, since they were able to hinder the movement of dis-
locations due to their carbide content.

4. Conclusions

The influence of temperature on hardness and three body
abrasive wear of boron steel and two different tool steels has been
studied. The main conclusions from this work are as follows:

� An increase in temperature results in reduced hardness for all
the investigated materials. This relationship is not linear, a
higher reduction rate is found above 600 °C.

� The wear behaviour is temperature dependant. The main wear
mechanisms vary for each material and range of temperatures.
In general, a transition from microploughing to a combination
of microcutting and microploughing has been observed. At
elevated temperatures (from 400 to 800 °C) the wear rate
increases for all the tested materials mainly due to recrystalli-
zation of ferrite grains at the outermost surface of the samples.

� Toolox44 displays a stable wear rate from 20 to 400 °C. This is
mainly due to the almost unchanged hardness in this range of
temperatures.

� Even though Toolox44 displays the highest hardness in the
whole range of testing temperatures, its wear resistance did
not show a significant improvement compared to Toolox33

especially above 100 °C.
� Toolox33 shows lower wear rates between 100 and 400 °C

compared to 20 °C and this is mainly attributed to an increase
in its toughness in this range of temperatures.

� Boron steel shows a decrease in wear rate from 20 to 100 °C.
This behaviour is characterized by the formation of a tribolayer

Work-
hardened 

layer

Fig. 13. SEM micrographs of boron steel at (a) 20 °C and (b) 100 °C.

Fig. 14. SEM micrographs of boron steel tested at 600 °C showing the presence of (a) a fragmented silica particle and (b) recrystallized ferrite grains at the surface.
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consisting of plastically deformed material and embedded
particles at the outermost surface of the specimens. At higher
temperatures however, this phenomenon is outweighed by
recovery and recrystallization processes.
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Abstract 

High-silicon steel (0.25C-1.42Si) was austempered at 300 and 320˚C in order to obtain two 
carbide-free bainitic steels with different mechanical properties. The same steel subjected to 
two different quench and temper heat treatments was used as a reference material for 
mechanical and wear testing. The steels were subjected to three-body abrasive wear by 
means of a high temperature continuous abrasion tester (HT-CAT). The tests were done at 
25, 300 and 500°C respectively. All samples showed similar wear rates at room temperature. 
At 500°C, the material austempered at 320˚C showed the highest toughness and the lowest 
wear rate. High temperature hardness and impact toughness tests showed that abrasive 
wear is not only influenced by hardness but also by the toughness of the material. Owing to 
their good strength/toughness combination CFB steels could prove to be an important 
material for abrasive wear applications. 

Keywords: Steel; Abrasive Wear; Elevated temperature; carbide-free bainite; TRIP effect. 

1. Introduction  

In industrial applications, mechanical systems and moving machine assemblies are subjected 
to a wide range of wear processes in which approximately 50% of the material loss is due to 
abrasive wear [1]. In many of these applications, quenched and tempered (QT) steel has 
been the material of choice in order to prolong the service life of such components. 

In the 1980’s, it was reported that steels containing more than 1,5% Si, could be 
austempered to produce a bainitic microstructure without the precipitation of carbides [2], 
[3]. This microstructure is currently known as carbide-free bainite (CFB) and in time could 
prove to be a competitor for QT steels in some industrial applications. 

In CFB, there are two phases, bainitic ferrite in the form of laths and retained austenite 
which has been stabilized at room temperature because of its high carbon content. Retained 
austenite can be either as blocky austenite or as a film covering the bainite. Blocky austenite 
is not desirable because it will readily transform to brittle martensite under strain, reducing 
the toughness. On the other hand, when austenite appears as a film covering the bainite, it 
will require much larger strains in order to transform to martensite, increasing strength 
without compromising toughness [4]. 



Recent studies on wear of CFB steels have mainly dealt with sliding and rolling/sliding 
conditions [5]-[13]. Vuorinen et al. [7] and Leiro et al. [8] found that, in rolling/sliding wear, 
when the retained austenite content increases, the wear rate also increases mainly due to a 
decrease in hardness. Later studies by Leiro et al. [9] reported that the effect of retained 
austenite on rolling/sliding wear of CFB steels is still unclear. CFB steels containing 10-30% of 
retained austenite (but different carbon content) exhibited similar wear rates, suggesting 
that the transformation of austenite into martensite during wear can improve wear 
resistance. Similar findings have been shown by Sourmail et al. for nano-structured CFB 
steels [10]. 

Hardness is often regarded as a measure of the wear resistance of a material, especially in 
abrasive wear. CFB steels can match the hardness and strength of conventional QT steels 
while having higher toughness [4]. Chang [5] concluded that toughness can also influence 
the wear resistance of CFB steels under rolling/sliding conditions. It was observed that if a 
material can withstand large amounts of deformation without breaking, its wear resistance 
would be improved.  

In a recent study, Das Bakshi et al. [14] studied high carbon steel with pearlitic, CFB and 
martensitic microstructures in three-body abrasive wear. Their results showed very little 
variation in wear rate despite large hardness differences among these materials. The 
authors attributed this to a change in the mechanisms of wear. In the pearlitic material, 
more rolling of abrasive particles and indentation damage was seen, while in both, CFB and 
martensitic materials, the mechanisms changed to cutting and ploughing. 

Whereas there have been studies dealing with the wear resistance of carbide-free bainitic 
steels in sliding and rolling/sliding wear conditions, their wear behavior under three body 
abrasive at elevated temperatures has not been yet studied. CFB steels could prove to be of 
great importance in applications in which abrasive wear is dominant since they tend to show 
a good strength/toughness combination. 

In the current work, CFB steel has been compared with a steel subjected to two different 
quench and temper heat treatments in three-body abrasive wear conditions at different 
temperatures. Additionally, the effects of hardness and toughness on the wear behavior of 
the current materials have been analyzed. 

2. Materials and methods 

In this study, a high-Si steel with composition 0.25C 1.42Si 0.015Mn 0.35Cr 1.88Ni 0.42Mo 
0.026Al has been used as raw material. This material was austempered at 300 and 320˚C in 
order to obtain CFB microstructures with different lath thickness values and retained 
austenite contents. Additionally, the austempering temperature of 300˚C was chosen in 
order to promote the refinement of the CFB microstructure and obtain higher hardness than 
in the sample austempered at 320˚C. Since the martensite start (Ms) temperature of the 
experimental steel was calculated to be 312 ˚C, the samples austempered at 300˚C contain 
approximately 10% martensite, as predicted by the Koistinen-Marburger expression [15]. 
The same alloy was subjected to two different quench and temper heat treatments and 
were used as reference materials. A summary of the heat treatment conditions is shown in 
Table 1. 



Table 1. Summary of heat treatments and intended microstructure 

Sample Heat Treatment Microstructure 

QT1 Quench + Temper (320˚C, 
2h) Tempered martensite 

QT2 
Quench + double Temper  
(300 ˚C 2h and 560 ˚C, 2h) 

Tempered martensite 

AT300 
Austempering  

(300˚C, 2h) 
CFB + tempered 

martensite 

AT320 
Austempering  

(320˚C, 2h) 
CFB  

The microstructure, worn surfaces and cross-sections of the heat treated samples were 
studied using a Zeiss-Merlin FEG-SEM. Specimens used for microstructural analyses were 
mounted in bakelite and subsequently ground and polished. Final polishing was done using a 
colloidal silica (45 nm) suspension. Etching was done with 2% Nital solution.  

The bainite thickness was determined by measuring the mean linear intercept perpendicular 
to the trace of the bainite habit plane. The measurements were done on 10 different high 
resolution SEM micrographs similar to the method used by Das Bakshi et al. on TEM 
micrographs [14]. In the case of the QT samples, the sub-unit thickness of martensite plates 
was calculated by measuring the mean linear intercept using a circular grid. The 
measurements were taken at 40 arbitrarily selected locations. 

XRD analyses, to determine the volume fraction of austenite (Xγ)by Rietveld analysis, were 
performed using a Siemens PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer with monochromatic CuKα 
radiation with 40 kV and 45 mA. The step size used was 0.013° and the time per step was 15 
seconds. Since the retained austenite in the samples can transform into martensite under 
stress, XRD analyses were carried out on samples polished with colloidal silica in order to 
ensure the accuracy of the quantitative XRD analysis. Post-wear XRD analysis was done 
directly on the worn surface of the austempered plates in order to determine the amount of 
retained austenite that transformed into martensite during the wear process. 

Wear tests were done by means of a high temperature continuous abrasion tester (HT-CAT) 
[16], [17] according to ASTM standard G65. The samples were heated up (when necessary) 
and loaded against a rotating steel wheel with a 45 N normal force. Standard AFS 50-70 
Ottawa silica sand was used as an abrasive and introduced into the tribological contact with 
a flow of 180 g/min throughout the test. This abrasive had a particle size of 212-300 μm and 
a nominal hardness of 750 HV [19]. The sliding velocity at the contact was 1 m/s and the 
tests were conducted for a sliding distance of 600 m. A series of three experiments was done 
for each material at each of the temperatures.  

The weight loss of the specimens was measured by means of a Metler-Toledo precision 
scale. The samples were cleaned ultrasonically prior to weighing. Wear has been expressed 
by calculating the specific wear rate which is a relation of the volume of material lost divided 
by the load and the sliding distance [8]. 



Hardness and hot hardness measurements were carried out by applying a load of10Kg 
during 15 seconds. At high temperature, the tests were done under low vacuum conditions 
(5 mbar) to minimise oxidation of the sample and the diamond indenter. A short wave 
halogen emitter was used in order to heat the test samples. Before the first indent can be 
performed, the temperature was allowed to stabilise in order to minimise the measurement 
error. Five indentations were done at each temperature in order to have statistically 
representative results. Diagonals were measured by optical microscopy after cooling in 
order to calculate the hardness. The influence of thermal expansion at the selected testing 
temperatures is lower than 3 % and therefore negligible [16]. Hardness measurements were 
taken at room temperature, 250, 350 and 500˚C. 

3. Results 

3.1 Microstructure 

Figure 1 shows SEM micrographs of the experimental steels after heat treatment. As can be 
seen, both austempered samples presented a CFB microstructure. However, as mentioned 
above, sample AT300 has a small amount of tempered martensite. Both QT1 and QT2 
samples had a tempered martensitic microstructure. 

  

  
Figure 1. SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of the experimental steel after heat 

treatment. a) and b) Tempered martensite, c) CFB with presence of martensite plates(M) 

and d) CFB 

Austempering at 300 and 320˚C has yielded a carbide-free bainitic microstructure with an 
average lath thickness of 327 and 397 nm respectively. In the case of the QT samples the 
average subunit size of martensite plates was around 700 and 670 nm for QT1 and QT2 
respectively. 

5 μm 5 μm 

5 μm 5 μm



3.2 Mechanical Properties 

The behavior of hardness and impact toughness as a function of temperature is shown in 
Figure 2. At room temperature, the highest hardness was obtained for the QT1 sample, 
followed by the AT300, AT320 and QT2 respectively. As temperature increased, hardness 
decreased slightly up to 350˚C for all samples. At 500 ˚C the lowest hardness was obtained 
for the QT2 specimens. At this temperature, the hardness of QT1, AT300 and AT320 
specimens was reduced considerably and all samples ended up within a hardness range 
between 320 and 350 HV. 

At room temperature, the impact toughness was highest for the AT320 and QT2 samples, 
followed by the AT300 and QT1 respectively. The same behaviour was seen at 300˚C. At 
500°C however, the toughness of sample AT300 dropped below that of the QT samples. 
While the QT1 sample maintained roughly the same impact toughness at all temperatures, 
both austempered samples and QT2 had a slight increase at 300 ˚C followed by a decrease at 
500˚C. This subsequent reduction of impact toughness at high temperatures has been 
reported previously for austenitic-ferritic duplex stainless steels [18], however, an 
explanation was not provided. It is likely that this decrease in toughness may be related to a 
decrease of the yield and tensile strength of the material. 

 

Figure 2. Hardness and impact toughness of experimental steels 

3.3 Three-body abrasive wear 

The specific wear rate obtained for each material at each of the studied temperatures is 
shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the wear rate increased with testing temperature. While 
all materials exhibited similar wear behavior at room temperature, as the temperature rises, 
they start to show differences. At 300°C, the QT2 material showed the lowest wear rate. All 
the samples showed an increased wear rate compared to room temperature, being more 



significantly in case of both austempered materials and QT1 samples. At 500˚C, the AT300 
sample showed the highest wear rate followed by the QT2, QT1 and AT320 respectively. 

 

Figure 3. Specific wear rate values of the studied materials 

The mechanisms of material removal present in all samples are very similar, regardless of 
the material used or the test temperature. The main mechanisms observed were micro-
ploughing, micro-cutting and indentation damage. 

Figure 4 shows low magnification SEM images of the worn surface of sample AT300 after 
tests at different temperatures. As can be seen, even though the rotation of the wheel tends 
to drag particles downwards (in relation with the shown micrographs) the wear marks on 
the surface have random orientation. In Figure 5 higher magnification images of the worn 
surface of sample AT320 are shown after testing at room temperature and 500˚C 
respectively. It can be seen that, the two main mechanisms of material removal were micro-
cutting and micro-ploughing, suggesting that the mechanisms did not change significantly 
with the test temperature. At 300˚C and 500˚C the surfaces were covered by a thin oxide 
layer. EDX analyses of the worn surfaces of samples tested at these temperatures revealed a 
high amount of oxygen. XRD analyses of the worn surface, showed presence of magnetite 
(Fe3O4) in all samples tested above 300˚C. 

In Figure 6 SEM images of the worn surface of sample QT1 (Figure 6(a) and 6(b)) and QT2 
(Figure 6(c)) tested at room temperature are presented. In these, evidence of micro-cutting, 
micro-ploughing and the presence of indentations made by silica particles can be observed. 

 

 

 



   

 
Figure 4. SEM of the worn surface of sample AT300 after tests at (a) RT, (b) 300˚C and (c) 

500˚C. The arrow indicates the sliding direction. Notice ploughing marks and indentation 

damage present at all temperatures.

 

Figure 5. SEM of worn surface of sample AT320 at (a) room temperature and (b) 500˚C 
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Figure 6. SEM of worn surface of a) and b) QT1 and c) QT2 samples at room temperature. 

In Figure 7 cross section images of the QT samples are shown after testing at room 
temperature, 300˚C and 500˚C. It is possible to see that the silica particles that are in contact 
with the steel were crushed significantly. The smaller fragments that were embedded in the 
surface of the material were continuously subjected to stresses while the abrasive test was 
ongoing. This caused the steel to cover some of these particles, as seen in Figure 7(a). The 
formation of a groove caused by abrasion in the QT1 sample tested at 300°C can be 
observed in Figure 7(b). The material underneath does not show significant plastic 
deformation, whereas at the sides, it is evident that the steel has deformed considerably. 
Figure 7(c) shows the presence of a continuous tribolayer formed by plastically deformed 
material and embedded silica particles in the surface of a QT2 sample tested at 300°C. At 
500˚C (Figure 7(d)), the formation of a less uniformed and thinner tribolayer was also 
observed in the QT samples. 
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Figure 7 SEM of etched cross-section of the QT samples. (a) QT1 at RT, (b) QT1 at 300˚C, 

(c) QT2 at 300°C and (d) QT1 at 500˚C 

In Figure 8 higher magnification images of cross sections of sample AT300 tested at 500˚C 
are shown. As was mentioned previously, above 300˚C all samples showed signs of oxidation 
in the worn surface. It was observed that, above this temperature, the silica particles that 
were embedded in the steel sample had a layer around them. From EDX analyses, this layer 
showed high content of iron and oxygen, with very low content of Si. This indicates that this 
is an iron oxide that was formed at the interface between the steel sample and the silica 
particle. 

 

Figure 8. Cross-section SEM micrographs of etched sample AT300 tested at 500˚C. 

Figure 9 shows a high resolution micrograph where both silica particles and the 
aforementioned oxide layer can be seen. The metallic material closest to the tribological 
contact had a fine grained microstructure that did not resemble any of the microstructures 
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obtained during any heat treatment (Figure 1). This fine grain microstructure was only seen 
in the samples tested at 500˚C.  

 

Figure 9. SEM micrograph of a QT sample tested at 500˚C showing recrystallized grains and 
iron oxide covering the SiO2 particles. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Microstructure and Mechanical Properties 

As previously mentioned, sample AT300 was austempered below Ms, which resulted in a 
complex microstructure consisting of tempered martensite, bainitic ferrite and retained 
austenite. The higher hardness at room temperature of AT300 compared to that of A320 can 
be attributed to the presence of tempered martensite as well as the finer bainitic lath 
thickness obtained for AT300 samples. As expected QT2 samples showed higher toughness 
values compared to QT1, on the other hand, the hardness of QT2 is the lowest at room 
temperature. This can be attributed to the higher tempering temperature (560°C) to which 
this material was subjected to. 

Hot hardness measurements showed that, in all four samples, hardness decreased linearly 
with temperature up to 350˚C. At 500˚C, QT1 and both austempered steels experienced a 
similar drop in hardness of approximately 30%. In steels containing high amounts of Cr, Mo 
and V the hardness behavior is similar. However, the gradual decrease in hardness is 
maintained up to 600˚C. The high amount of Cr and V allow the precipitation of carbides of 
these elements (secondary precipitation) around 400-600˚C. Since these carbides act as 
obstacles to the movement of dislocations, hardness is retained at these high temperatures. 
A study carried out by Berns et al. [21] revealed that the materials which hindered the 
movement of dislocation more effectively, also showed the best wear behavior. Due to the 
lack of secondary precipitation in CFB steels their use in high temperature applications may 
be limited to temperatures below 400˚C. In case of the QT2 samples, the sharp decreased in 
hardness from 350 to 500°C was not observed. This material has been already exposed to 
higher temperatures during the second tempering, therefore all the phenomenon associated 
with the drop in hardness at that range of temperature had already taken place during its 
heat treatment. 

 

 

  

 
300 nm 



4.2 Effect of hardness and toughness on three body abrasive wear 

As mentioned previously, the mechanisms of material removal included both micro-cutting 
and micro-ploughing. Additionally, as could be seen in Figure 4, the particles moved 
randomly in relation to the wheel’s rotation. Indentations were then created by the edge of 
rolling particles causing deformation, especially at room temperature. Finally, material loss 
could occur due to the continuous plastic deformation of the surface making micro-fatigue a 
secondary mechanism of material removal [22]. 

At 300 and 500˚C oxidation of the metallic surface was also present. Oxidation of the surface 
could be an important mechanism of material removal since the oxides formed are 
constantly removed by the action of abrasive particles. On the other hand, parts of these 
oxides can be embedded and mixed inside the metallic substrate, forming a tribolayer. The 
presence of these layers can reduce or minimise wear [23]. This was the case of the QT2 
samples tested at 300 °C. The preferential formation of a tribolayer in QT2 samples may be 
attributed to its lower hardness compared to the other three materials. Therefore crushed 
silica particles were more easily embedded. Even though the formation of a composite layer 
formed by crush silica particles and was seen for all the materials at 500 °C these did not 
improved the wear resistance. This can be due to the constant removal of these layers by 
the action of abrasive particles at this temperature. 

The relatively low amount of carbide forming elements in the steel composition, coupled 
with the carbide-free nature of the austempered microstructures may be detrimental to the 
wear resistance of the steel at high temperature. Since the matrix is softened and there are 
no hard precipitates to stop dislocation movement, wear tends to increase with 
temperature. 

As is well known, hardness plays an important role in reducing abrasive wear [20]. However, 
the specific wear rate was in the same range for all samples at room temperature, where 
there are notable hardness differences between them. On the other hand, at 500˚C where 
the hardness of all samples was between 320 and 350HV, the wear rate showed notable 
differences. Hernandez et al. [24] suggested that high impact toughness values can reduce 
abrasive wear in steels, especially at relatively elevated temperature. In Figure 2 it is possible 
to see that, at 500˚C, the material that showed the highest wear rate was also the one with 
the lowest impact toughness. 

In three-body abrasion sharp particles are moving against a metallic surface. At the point of 
contact between the particle and the metal, highly concentrated stresses are acting. While 
this resembles a hardness indentation test, in the latter, there is no relative movement 
between the indenter and the sample and no removal of material. Therefore, the energy 
used in the hardness test is solely spent on deformation (and phase transformation where 
applicable). Removal of material, which can be regarded as local fracture, is not represented 
by the hardness test. In the impact test the energy required to both deformation and 
fracture the material is taken into account. This does not mean that hardness is of no 
relevance to three-body abrasive wear. Hardness is a measure of how easy it is to penetrate 
a material with a concentrated load. Therefore, higher hardness means less penetration and 
potentially less material removed. However, if two materials have the same hardness, the 



material with the highest impact toughness should provide higher resistance to 3-body 
abrasive wear, because it will require more energy to remove material from it. 

4.3 Phase transformation in the worn surface 

In the studied materials, two distinct transformations were seen on the worn samples: the 
formation of very fine recrystallized grains in the heavily deformed layer underneath the 
worn surface (Figure 9), and the transformation of the retained austenite into martensite 
during wear in the austempered samples (Table 2).  

The dislocations generated due to the significant deformation of the contact surface during 
wear work as nucleation sites for martensite. The occurrence of this transformation during 
three body abrasive wear tests has been reported previously for rubber-clad wheel tests 
[14]. 

The formation of small ferrite grains has been seen previously in the contact surface of CFB 
steels subjected to sliding wear [11, 13]. In those tests, however, the samples were not 
exposed to elevated temperatures. In the current tests, it has only been possible to see 
these small grains in the samples tested at 500˚C. The grains formed in the area immediately 
below the contact surface where high deformation took place. Therefore it is possible that 
they may have formed due to dynamic recrystallization. 

Table 2. Retained austenite content (in percentage) calculated from XRD measurements 
done on the surface of samples tested in three body abrasion at different temperatures 

Sample Before 
wear 25˚C 300 ˚C 

QT1 ~1 ~1 7.4 

QT2 0 0 7.8 

AT300 10.2 6.5 7.4 

AT320 11.9 3.1 8.1 

 

From the XRD measurements done on the worn surface of the samples it was seen that as 
temperature of the wear test increases, the retained austenite content of the worn surface 
of the steel seems to increase as well (Table 2). Only the retained austenite contents up to a 
test temperature of 300˚C are shown because the quantitative data of the samples tested at 
500 ˚C were not sufficiently accurate. The {111} peak in retained austenite coincides with the 
{202} peak in hematite (Fe2O3) and the {004} peak in magnetite (Fe3O4), making it difficult to 
make reliable quantitative calculations in the samples tested at 300 and 500˚C. However, 
since the {202} peak in hematite only has a relative intensity of 1.9%, according to the 
reference pattern used in this investigation, and only hematite was detected in the samples 
tested at 300˚C it may be possible to neglect it for quantitative calculations. 

If the retained austenite content of both QT samples after being tested at 300 and 500 ˚C 
does increase, it is evidence that part of the material is being austenitized. In which case, it 
can be assumed that the heavy deformation of the surface during wear causes flash 
temperatures in excess of 723˚C in some areas of the contact surface.  



5. Summary and Conclusions 

The current steel (0.25C 1.42Si) can be austempered to obtain a CFB microstructure. In 
general, the austempering heat treatments resulted in lower strength but higher toughness 
than the QT1 treatment. The QT2 samples however, exhibited the lowest hardness values at 
all temperatures but high toughness values, almost compared to the ones obtained by the 
AT320 samples. Austempering below the Ms temperature (AT300) caused an increase in 
hardness at the cost of toughness reduction. 

Hardness decreased with increasing test temperature. This resulted in a gradual increase of 
the wear rate in all samples.  

The main mechanisms of material removal were microploughing, microcutting. At 300 and 
500˚C the surface exhibited oxidation which in general aided in the removal of metallic 
material. 

Wear rate at room temperature was in the same range for all samples despite differences in 
hardness. At 500˚C the samples showed similar hardness. The highest wear rate at this 
temperature was exhibited by sample AT300 which had the lowest toughness.  

Toughness had important role in determining abrasive wear resistance in the current test 
conditions for the experimental steels. 

At 500˚C parts of the microstructure that were subjected to high deformation experienced 
recrystallization of ferritic grains on both QT and austempered samples.  
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Abstract

In this study, different tool steels were characterized by means of nanoindentation and multiple pass
nanoscratch tests in order to investigate the role of different parameters such as hardness, fracture
toughness and plasticity index on the tribological behaviour of different tool steels. Additionally, the
influence of temperature on mechanical properties was also studied. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and 3D optical interferometry were used in order to analyse the initial microstructure as well as
the resulting surface damage mechanisms. Multiple pass nanoscratch test results showed a good
correlation of nanohardness and plasticity index with the volume loss of the studied tool steels.

1. Introduction

In many applications working under demanding conditions such as high contact pressures and
temperatures, abrasive wear is the major cause of failure and/or replacement of components leading to
down times and economic losses [1, 2]. This phenomenon is of particular importance in the agriculture,
forestry, mining and mineral handling, and metal forming industries. Therefore there is a demand for
materials with good mechanical properties which can minimize wear even under harsh conditions.

The abrasive wear resistance of a given material is not an intrinsic property but rather depends on the
tribological system [3]. However, the material properties are of high importance. It has been established
that the abrasive wear resistance of metals can be related to its hardness i.e. the resistance against local
plastic deformation [4 7]. Besides hardness, the abrasive behaviour can also be influenced by other
mechanical properties such as toughness i.e. the resistance to fracture or crack propagation.

Hornbogen [8] proposed an equation in which the wear rate of heat treated steels was inversely
proportional to the square of fracture toughness. He explained that high wear rates were obtained
when a metal was subjected to a strain larger that the critical strain at which cracks growth occurs
spontaneously. Similarly, Atkins mentioned that toughness showed a significant importance in wear and



grinding of metals. According to him, the volume of material removed in heat treated steel was
governed by cutting and fracture of asperities [9].

Sevim et al. [10] studied the effect of fracture toughness on the abrasive wear resistance of different
heat treated steels. They reported that the materials with low fracture toughness showed more material
loss and attributed this behaviour due to the micro cracks formed during abrasive wear. On the other
hand, Chenje et al. [11] observed a lower wear resistance of steels showing a combination of high
toughness and low hardness values when studying the relationship of hardness, impact toughness and
wear performance of different steels used in mineral ore milling operations.

Podgornik et al. have investigated the effect of heat treatment parameters on the mechanical properties
of different tool steels and their effect on the tribological behaviour [12 14]. In general, the investigated
steels showed the best wear properties when high hardness and fracture toughness values were
achieved. They further observed that even when a coating was applied, the wear resistance of hot work
tool steels was influenced by substrate properties, such as hardness and fracture toughness [14].

The influence of temperature on the mechanical properties of steels such as hardness or toughness and
its correlation with the abrasive wear behaviour has not fully been investigated, with some exceptions
[15]. The authors have studied the tribological behaviour of different steels under three body abrasive
wear. It was observed that at temperatures above 300 °C, similar wear rates were obtained for two
tempered martensitic tool steels with different hardness. This was attributed to the increased toughness
of the tool steel with lower hardness at those temperatures [15]. This phenomenon was also correlated
to increased specific wear energy, i.e. the energy needed to remove 1 mm3 of material at elevated
temperatures.

The use of the specific wear energy as a parameter describing the resistance to plastic deformation and
material removal has also been employed by Velez et al. [16]. They observed that materials with high
hardness tend to show high specific wear energy.

From a simplistic point of view, the abrasion mechanism can be divided in two sequential stages. First
the asperities from the harder material indent the counter surface followed by the formation of
grooves/scratches during sliding. In this regard, hardness and scratch tests can simulate the damage
produce by an abrasive particle. The use of the energy spent during indentation and scratch was found
to be useful to describe the abrasive wear behaviour of different metallic materials by Pamuk et al. [17]
and Berns [18]. More recently, studies related to the use of the energies (elastic and plastic) spent
during nanoindentation as a characteristic of the wear behaviour of different materials have been
carried out by several researchers [19 23]. They have observed that the plasticity index values obtained
during indentation is a suitable parameter to characterize the mechanical and tribological performance
of the studied materials. The plasticity index (PI) can be defined as the ratio of the plastic to the total
deformation energy (elastic and plastic).

In this work, the tribological behaviour of different tool steels was investigated by means of
nanoindentation and multiple pass nanoscratch techniques. The aim of this study is to explore the



relationship between mechanical properties (hardness, fracture toughness, plasticity index) and the
tribological behaviour of different tool steels.

2. Experimental methods and materials

2.1. Test materials and specimens

In the present investigation, four different commercially available tool steels were used. Their chemical
compositions are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition (Fe makes up the balance) of the experimental materials

Material
Chemical composition (wt%)

C Mn Cr Si Mo Ni V
Toolox44 0.31 0.9 1.35 0.6 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.14
Toolox33 0.23 0.8 1 1.2 0.6 1.1 0.3 max 1 0.1
Dievar 0.35 0.5 5.0 0.2 2.3 0.6
W350 0.38 0.55 5.0 0.2 1.75 0.55

Circumferentially notched and fatigue precracked tensile test specimens (CNPTB) were machined out of
the delivered Dievar and W350 steels (see Figure 1). These specimens were subjected to different heat
treatments in a horizontal vacuum furnace with uniform high pressure gas quenching (using nitrogen
gas) at a pressure of 1.05 bar and quenching speed of 3°C/s. After the final preheat to 850°C the
specimens were heated at 10°C/min to the austenitizing temperature (depending on the tool steel),
soaked for 20 min, gas quenched in nitrogen gas to a temperature of 80°C, and then double tempered in
the same furnace. Different heat treatments conditions were used in order to obtain similar hardness
(around 44 HRc) but different fracture toughness values for the tool steels. Table 2 shows the different
heat treatment conditions at which two of the steels used in this work were exposed to.

Table 2. Heat treatment combinations for the steels used in this work

Material Specimen
Austenitizing Tempering

Temperature
[°C]

Soaking
time [min]

Temperature
[°C]

Time
[h]

Dievar
A 1000 20 550/620 2/2
B 1025 20 550/630 2/2

W350 C 1010 20 550/620 2/2

Toolox44 was chosen as a reference to the other steels, due to its similar hardness value (44 HRC).
Toolox33 was chosen in order to observe the behaviour of a tool steel with lower hardness but higher
toughness compared to the other steels. Both Toolox materials were used in the as received condition
i.e. quenched and tempered and will be referred to as specimens D (Toolox44) and specimen E (Toolox33)
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This special horizontal loading/unloading technique with the pendulum design allows easy modification
of the device to carry out high temperature indentation as it minimises radiation and convection heat
transfer, and hence thermal drift, between the indenter and the sample during the test.

All the indentations carried out in this work, were set in load control mode with a three sided pyramid
Berkovich cubic boron nitride (cBN) indenter (Ei= 800 GPa and vi= 0.12) with a loading rate of 15 mN/s to
a maximum load of 300 mN with 20 seconds holding time.

High temperature indentations were carried out at 200, 400 and 600°C. In this case, the NanoTest high
temperature stage was used. The nanoindentation experiments were conducted in a controlled
atmosphere to minimise effects caused by oxidation of the sample as well as to prevent deterioration of
the indenter at elevated temperatures. The system was purged using Ar gas and the oxygen level was
monitored by means of a gas sensor. For all of the experiments, the oxygen content was kept between 1
and 2%.

The temperatures of the indenter and the specimen were independently set and controlled by means of
a PID controller. This ensured isothermal contact i.e. minimal or no heat flow between the indenter and
the specimen during the indentation process. The heating rate used for both, specimen and indenter
was 8 C/min. Once the desired temperature was achieved and stabilised in both specimen and indenter,
the first indentation was carried out.

A total of 10 indentations were performed on each material at the different temperatures. For this work
the cBN indenter was chosen as an alternative of diamond indenter since the latter is likely to
deteriorate at elevated temperatures due to oxidation [27, 28]. The area function of the cBN Berkovich
indenter was obtained through standard calibration procedure i.e. by making a series of indentations
into a fused silica specimen [29].

The Nanoscratch tests were performed at room temperature using a conical diamond indenter with a tip
radius of 25um. Parameters such as sliding distance, penetration depth, load and friction were
monitored and recorded throughout the test. The nanoscratch experiments were carried out in the
multi pass wear test mode. This procedure involved ten sequential scans at 10 um/s over a scan length
of 675 um. First an initial pre scan (surface topography scan) was set with a constant load of 1 mN (no
wear takes place at this load), followed by a series of 8 scratches in which the applied load was constant
(1 mN) during the first 50 um and then ramped at a constant rate of 15 mN/s to a maximum load of
200 mN. Finally a post scan (resulting surface topography scan) with 1 mN was done (Figure 3). On
completion of experiments, the data was corrected in the instrument software taking into account the
sample slope as well as the machine compliance. At least two repeat tests were carried out in order to
ensure the reproducibility of the scratch behaviour.

2.2.3. Nanoscratch analysis

The measurement of the residual scratch depth was carried out by means of a Zygo NewView 7300 3D
optical profilometer. In addition to this, the volume loss after the nanoscratch test was calculated using
the same apparatus equipped with a 100x optical objective and a 2x image zoom lens.
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Table 3. Hardness and fracture toughness values of the experimental materials

Material Specimen Hardness
[HRc]

Fracture Toughness KIc
[MPa m]

Dievar A 44.1 61.7
B 44.1 79.4

W350 C 43.9 94.2
Toolox44 D 45 65.7
Toolox33 E 29 120

The microstructure of specimen A consists of tempered martensite, fine secondary carbides and some
undissolved primary Cr carbides, indicated by arrows within the micrographs. These carbides are usually
present in tool steels with a relatively high Cr content like in specimens A, B and C [31]. A predominant
presence of chromium in these carbides was observed by means of EDS analysis (Figure 4(a)). In case of
specimen B (Figure 4(b)) an increase of both austenitizing and tempering temperature resulted in a
similar martensitic microstructure. However, the amount of Cr carbides decreased and their size
increased compared to specimen A. It has been observed that high austenitizing temperatures typically
results in the dissolution of these carbides in the austenitic matrix [31]. On the other hand, it can lead to
an increased austenitic grain size and coarsening of carbides [14]. The higher fracture toughness of the
specimen B can be attributed to the decreased number of undissolved carbides, since these can act as
crack nucleation sites [12]. Specimen C showed a similar microstructure to the previous specimens,
however almost no undissolved carbides were observed for this material. The reduction of undissolved
primary carbides acting as a critical flaw can be the reason of its high fracture toughness value. No
retained austenite zones were observed in case of specimens A, B and C.

Specimens D and E showed microstructures consisting of tempered martensite. The bigger difference in
terms of chemical composition between these two materials is the lower molybdenum content in
specimen E (see Toolox33 in Table 1). Thus, during tempering, a lower amount of secondary Mo carbides
can be formed. Therefore this material shows a lower hardness but higher toughness than specimen D
and all the other tool steels presented in this work. Longer martensitic laths can be observed for
specimens D and E, when compared to the other three specimens. This could be attributed to the lower
vanadium content in specimens D and E. Vanadium is known to inhibit grain growth, thus finer
microstructures can be obtained [32].
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4. Conclusions

In this work, the influence of hardness, fracture toughness, and plasticity index on the friction and wear
behaviour of different tool steels was studied by means of nanoindentation and multiple pass
nanoscratching techniques. The salient results are as follows

Nanohardness decreased with increasing test temperature. This was attributed to coarsening of
fine carbides and a reduction of dislocation density.
The main wear mechanisms encountered were microcutting, microploughing and detachment of
material due to repeated plastic deformation.
Higher wear and friction coefficient values were obtained for the materials with low hardness
and high plasticity index
Increasing fracture toughness decreased the wear for tool steels but for this, a material must
possess sufficient hardness.
Plasticity index and hardness showed a good correlation with wear for the studied tool steels.
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